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CHAPTER X
TE.E PROBLEM, D B F X B I K G M ,

ALL HSTHOB OF STUDY

In the history of civilisation* few men have* as the
.result of their own'thoughts* raised themselves head and
.shoulders above their fellows*

Most have had to be content

>merely to adopt their ideas and beliefs from others-*

Few are

they, indeed, who have penetrated the Aepths of the unknown
and then have successfully returned with new ideas expressed
in conventional language so that we of lesser ability might
■ also understand•

Charles Horton Cooley was one of these*.

Be

'did not invent a new silver cleaner or make an improvement on
a mousetraps Be:.merely ^contemplated his own soul and saw the.
'world reflected t h e r e . A i d e d by th© power of Introspection
and inspired primarily by the great masters of literature, he
took many of th© vague tendencies and impressions of his age
:and returned them through his writings as clear* .definite,
and Workable ideas*.
^An•Investigation io:to the influence which Cooley* a
c6&eep%;. of the;pri»ary group ■has ■had upon American sociology
is important, perhaps, for two reasons. «First, no matter how
we as «tudeh1Wt^^«:oclolo.gy may become, we can

‘^Edward 0* Jsndy, Charlea Hart on Cooley. Bis Life and
# ^^3 Social Theory (Hew' York;
Dryden"Tress,T 1942), p* Jl,

&
never free ourselves entirely from- an atavistic concern for
the sources of our intellectual being, * Only when concepts
are rooted, with!n ■'the time 'and space framework of thoir creatrlonr- are-theyreally useful t o the Social scientist ¥

An un*

:attacbe.d.fCo^#gt^^'lik:e.. a. book: out of ..place-..in: alibrhry:* Is
,.cf only limited value#

Secondly, the task ,1s important be

cause this concept still today occupies the attention of a
large,, number of prof© ss ional sociologists#

It thus poaseSs'es

an iimaediacy which ta^anscends: the fifty-year period that sppdratos ^it-'
I#

THE PROBLEM

* The purpose of this study is to determine the influeV
v
,ence which the concept of the primary groupy1first enunciated
CT77r
by Charles Horton Cooley (1894^19^9),'lias iiad upon the growth
and development of American sociology#

^Hesearch will be con-* -

•fined to statements or other acknowledgments by American
VWe
sociologists as to the influence which this concept has had
hpon their thought.#

The problem thus conceived is one of
Z
library research .and will b© dealt with in that manner#

2
tGooiey!|-&• writings consist;, of three basic .works,
,fthleh, beoause they contain most of his system of thought,
have become popularly known as his trilogy# These three
b o o k s a r e :Human1Bht'ure 'and the Soc-lai'Order (1902),: Social-

II*

0SPIHITIOK8

a philosophical sense at least, Charles Horton.
Cooley has either directly* through personal acquaintance*
or indirectly, through M s

writings* Influenced everyone

with whom he has ever come into -contact*

Moreover* this In

fluence'may have been negative or positive-~in reality &1*
ways some mixture of both****and may or may not have affected
any tangible change of behavior on the part of the person
or persons being influenced*

For this study, however, the

broad philosophical definition of influence la hardly mean*
ingful and certainly not measurable*

Influence will be used

here to refer to acknowledgments by-American sociologists
■concerning Cooley* s original discussion of th© concept of
the primary group#
in the form ofI

fhese acknowledgments will usually be

(1) statements about, (2) footnoted refer

ences to., or (J) quotations from .the, sections of Cooley* s
Social Organization in which this concept is outlined*
It Is felt that a more operational or quantitative
definition of this term would unduly restrict its meaning*

_ _ _ _ _
(I909V,
writings--bar* Cooley.Include'.ikife ana,the Student -(1927), a
■collection ■:of 'notes 'and' ref lectioh3"T r dm Gooley* s -Journals$
S:ocl.o.Iogl-c:aI;theory.,and.;Social Besearch, a ;number of article]
which ;were-■bubl 1'shed
ntroduCLtorsc.,;
L§ao.i.olo.^y
. (193#), an Introductory textbook j^j^telLancE p a i * l w l y written
Vvfejr Robert' Angell and fioweii-.darr jy^Q00ley alscMpubllshed IT
/'m2My^r^oT~ other artic-les wnTcIT™are 11 ated, al ong with a
brief outline of his life history, in Appendix A*

Influence* after all* Xn every Instance, has many qualitative
as well as quantitative aspects*

The task of this study is

not so much to define rigidly or to measure precisely Cooley*
*
i
influence as i t .is to understand it thoroughly# The attempt
here will be to discern and to interpret the flow of Idea®
which has com© down to us from this section of Goeley1s writ
ings#
111# METHOD OF STUDY
%>im outset of this investigation* the literature
\VvR
'relating to this 'topic was-divided into five %g£*eral areas#
Jffaess rxve^&irew** although not mutually exclusive, were selT^.^c»I2&S<Os^vW$X»
enoted. oh the ,assumption that they m e r e -fairly exhaustive*of
'the material which-waS' 'available*

The areas were:

Cl) 'the

Writings of Char las -Morton Cooley, (£} literature about
social theory and the history of social thought which at
tempted to place Cooley in the general stream of sociol
ogical thought* (3) theoretical restatements or reiterations
of Cooley1© concept of the primary group* (If.) research In
which there was acknowledgment of Cooley*® primary group
concept* and (5) textbooks which employed this concept*
From this first crude classification evolved the
*

present outline*

In this final form* Chapter II serves as

an introduction to the man Cooley, his home background, and
aoaae of-the Influences upon hi a thought * ^ Thar rbS&tfonahip

between the

of-

group and Cooley* s general

Sysfcaarosf- social

in Chapter III#

¥b.e

next throe chapters are devoted to an analysis of three
phases of the influence which this concept h a s had on Amer
ican sociology*

In -Chapter. 1? theoretical reiteration and

elaboration of' the concept of the primary.group, by American
sociologists will be considered*', Boaearbif^^i'ampii?l'oal
'4»voatl gatioha.:- in -which- American sociologists have employed
Cool#y#s -concept will be A n a l y w i in Chapter 'V#
then , rwill ■b e

t

o

'

l-b&pter ?VI#

■o f ;-ffee -ways in

w h i c h "%%m concept of -the primary gr©up -b&ir "been need in:'in-*
tr-odteetory tew'thoo%a t o :
':
A «^rle&n •sociologyf and the- sussraary
and conclusions presented in Chapter VII consist of an at
tempt to trace the Influence of this concept to the present

'

m & m m

f HE m i
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COOLEY -

In attempting to understand the influence which
Cooley1a concept of the primary group has had upon Americansociology* perhaps the initial place to begin is with the
man himself*

Robert Angel! has written* "The conceptions

of thinkers are always in soma measure their own life writ
ten large, but never more so than in Cooley * s

e a s e * 11!

The

purpose of this chapter is to indioat© some of the life ex
periences and other influences which have helped to shape and
to mold Cooley*s social thought*

Emphasis will not be so

much upon the things which. Cooley did as with the sort of
man he was»^
I*

LIFE KXFBRXEKCSS WHICH X1IFL0»OEX> GCOL1Y*S THOCQHT
Cobley1'© life experiences seem to fall Into three

rather natural periods.*

E&eh of these periods of his life—

his youth, his early manhood, ana his adult life--will be
analysed with reference as to how they contributed to his
social thought*

■

1

Charles- Horton Cooley, Social. 'Orgeni-get^.on and 'Hur
m qn Hature and the .Social Order TrevXa ©5"e3S b1on?' "^len coe,
I'llinoi'ss’ F r e e ’T r e s s , 195^X7 PP* vii-viii*
^Also see Appendix A*

?
Boyhood ♦ the Dreamer (X89fy-l880) .
Qh&rles Horton was the fourth of six children born
into the home of Thomas McIntyre and. Mary Horton Cooley.*
His father was to become* during the- first twenty-seven
years of his life, one of the most illustrious and successful
midwesterners of his'period*.

..He'had a distinguished career

aa Chief Justice of the Michigan Supreme Court, Dean of the
University of Michigan Daw School,, first Chairman of the Inter
state Commerce Commission, and author of a number of famous
legal treatises*

Th© family residence faced the Michigan

University campus in the then typical small midwestern town
of Ann Arbor,

This settled small town*atmosphere, with its

reinforced suggestions of academic life, was to b e reflected
in the ethno-regionism of young Cooley*s.later writings*
These crucial years of childhood development were, in
general, miserable ones for Cooley# They were characterised
by bodily ills and many personal misgivings*

Cooley suffered

from a small and weak physique, obstlpative elimination, and
a bad speech defect*

Within this general framework of ill

health, a number of trends can be distinguished which were to
color his later attitude toward society#
First there was the general attitude of reflection and
introspection which was early manifested in young Dooley*s
life*

The creative mind o f this young genius, which found It

self clearly Inadequate In the physical world of men

8

and things, tunned inward to shield itself*from th© harsh
realities of the outward world*

Cooley stated tn this re**

gard*
£
une of the earliest things 1 remember Is a habit of
•-^sitting by myself and thinking;*- * .*
Hy real life, went
on within, somewhat va^ue in its thoughts and aspirations
but intense and penetrating* I was passionately eager
for applause mud a great part of my mental life was
spent In imagining situations in which I was the glorious
hero* 1 confronted lions escaped from their cages., while
the terrified crowd wondered$ or X dauntlessly entered
burning buildings or jumped into, the river and saved- the
drowning
%
^ f h i s

early dependence upon mental life can be clearly

noted In Cooley* s later works,
and the self as mental.

He regarded society as social

Bis highest aim for himself, and his

injunction to others, was to make one*© mental life a work of
art*

'
f,Our democracy,n ho assarted, Bmtght be a work of art,

a joyous whole, rich In form and color, free*but chastened,
tumultuously harmonious, unfolding strange beauty year by
ye&r*11^

The general connection between Cooley^s early ex

periences and h i s 'later .emphasis upon the mind in his writ
ings has been stated by AngelIt
The thoughtfulness of Cooley1& youth is the key to.
his later theory* His mind was th© most important thing

^Charles Horton Cooley, Boof©logical'theory and
Social Research (Kew Yorks
Henry Holt1aSSnm’doaipany, 1930}.,
prwi*
^Charles Horton.Cooley,. Social Process (Hew Yorks
Charles Scribner*& Sons, 1920/, pT™lSI£.

in t h e world t o him, and it was only natural that It
should be the beginning point of bis analysis of soel0%f* tee could say that the focus of^his whole schema
of life was the dignity of the mind#-*
f w h & p a It can best be stated in retrospect, that even
if this over emphasis on the mind was somewhat unpleasant to
the neo-positivist

extreme behavior!at» it nevertheless

o r

allowed teoley to investigate that portion of society which
was most congenial to his nature and talents*
'Another factor in Ooolay*$ early life which seems to
have had some effect

o n

his later thought was hia incessant

tendency to avoid conflict*

Perhaps because of hi® lack of

strength and aggressiveness, m
troversy*

almost always shunned con

He seemed to have been very sensitive to crit

icism and, in his writings* always looked for the'new syn
thesis that emerges from struggle*

In fact, one of the most

frequent criticisms of Cooley*a thought is that he did not
6
sufficiently emphasise the conflict aspect of life*
000X07*0 speech handicap also seems to have affected
his later development*

He stated%

During a great part of m y youth m y voice and artic
ulation were so feeble that I could hardly make myself

^Gooley*. 3ooral Organisation and Human Kature and
the Social Order, rev* ad** 19JS6, p* ix*
r
For examples, of this type of criticism sees
BImory
3* Bogardus* A Hi at or,y of Social thought { b o s Angelas*
«fe$ae Bay HiXTeFTrSSsV 19257*pT
"and Hfcholas 3* Ti ma
sh-off, So.ol.plOH.lcal Theory, Its latnro and Orowtb (How IforkS
Doubled ay'an3 G ompany, 1955)* P* 2/4.0 *
— **—

10
heard:-in conversation without special effort# 1 endured
a torpidity of mind and body that must have seemed weak**
ness and Intolerance* « * * For these reasons X was, for
a. bright hoy, remarkably deficient in command of language*
I could frame sentences, either spoken or written, only
with a-great effort# hater 1 made tremendous efforts.to
overcome this# At one time I used to writ# all my let*
tera at least twice**
Th© compcnaatory efforts of Qoolcy in .this area were
well rewarded#

Hie writings* although few In number, have

been universally applauded for their clarity and Incites##
of literary style*
One last factor pertaining to Cooley* s early years*
which perhaps deserves mention* was his industriousness and
ability to -organise hi© life#
great ambitions as a child*

Cooley reported that he had
Moat of these ambitions were

-quite unobtainable as far as his abilities were concerned*
Although his,illness mad© his voice weak* ha thought he could
be either a great singer or public speaker*

fie stated in

his journals, ftFor a long time X cherished the belief that I
ft

could do literally anything that X chose to attempt*150

Angel 1 concluded that- mperhaps it was the' gap between as**
■plr&tlon and reality that drove him to systensatlc* though
rather secluslve* industry*11

^Dooley* SoolplQ^ical Theory and Social, fiesearch#
p* 5j u

a Cooley,

Social Organisation and Huiaii Hatar© and the
Social Order rev* "ecu*^195b# p* viii*
******

■rntmmmmm**,*#'mourn**

•

*

^Ibid.* p* iz*

M

»

This idea is given added weight by another of Cooley*a
statements in his journals* nAll through my early life the
discrepancy between my ambitions and my actual state was
10

great and often painful®1*

The four traits which were treated in this section-**
thoughtfulness* avoidance of conflict* clarity of literary
style* and indusfcriousness— are{* perhaps* exemplary of the
major dimensions of Cooley* s personality during this period*
In the tradition of the *expression!sticn painter who leaves
most of the details to b e f 1lied in by those who view his
work, these four traits are presented as illustrative of the
"organic whole" which was Cooley's bpyhood life.
As we gaze at Cooley* s youth in retrospect, we see
many of the traits which were to become cornerstones in his
later life® As yet* however* they were, as in all youth,
without definite form or direction#

It was not until the

second era of his life, the age of decision or exploratory
period, that we see his mature self, in aomewhat of a trial
and error manner* begin to take definite shfpe*

In the third

period* we view the mature Cooley* the harvest of the fruits
of the other periods* whose countenance has, at least to
some extent, come to us through his writings*

4te»<3y* gg* o i t ®, p* 16.

Early Manhood. Age of Poolelon (i860*18943
Th© transition from ^dreamer11 to "scholar* was not an
easy one for Cooley*

When In i860, at age sixteen* he an*

rolled at th© University of Michigan, he was completely un
decided as to what should be his lif©5s work*

During this

period he seemed to have a constant fear of failure and con
sequently wrote much about success*

Some reflections which

appeared in his journals at about this time were:
Success is not attained by following out a theory,
but th© theory Is rather drawn from th© observation of
success*
A tendency to imitate great men In little things is a
mark of a small mind*
$

A strong imagination, or th© ability to realise the
different lights In which a subject may be viewed, is an
essential attribute of sound judgment#1*
Gooley had many ambitions and aspirations during
these early college years.

One which was recurrent from

his younger days was that of orator*

He spent much time

imitating the great orators, from Demosthenes to Burke and
Webster.

Be actually committed to memory much of 11B© Corona*

for Its disciplinary value and practiced oven more the train
ing of his weak, disobedient voice.
*

Cooley1s health during this period was also at its
worst#

He fell victim to malaria at age fifteen, and this

I I

Jandy, op# clt., op. 17-16•

3*3
diae&ae severely curtailed his activities for several years*
In m. attempt to escape the symptoms of this disease, ho
traveled, a great'dealt

Colorado in ICC 2, Carolina© in 1883,

and Europe in 188!^ *
After his graduation from the University of Michigan
in 188?, Cooley returned for an additional year of training
in mechanical engineering*

Th© summer of 1888 found him.

practicing draftsmanship at Bay City, Michigan#

Although, he

fa.lt that this type of experience was profitable, he pleaded.
in his journals for deliverance nfr.om a lifetime of it*ft
My ambition flaps its wings and finds no element to
fly upon* X cannot distinctly conceive w M t it is that
would satisfy me* It must be a full cup of .the highest
lit©-^whatever.that may be*
. . , ,
Sow is a man to find where he belongs In life? The
more original he is, the less likely is he to find his
place prepared for him* He must not expect to see from
the beginning what mould his life will taka* The power
to 'work on faith Is what distinguishes great men**&
.Xater In 1808 Cooley sought the advice of Camas Burrill Angel!, then president of tue University of Michigan,
concerning the advisability of an academic career*

Angell

enthusiastically .advised him in favor of such a choicef how
ever, Cooley still remained undecided*
At th© advice of his father. In 1889, Cooley went to
Washington 0* 0* where he worked for the Interstate Commerce

3*^1 bid*, p* 28.

Ik

Commission and the Census Bureau for two years*

.It was her©

that Cooley* s first scientific contribution came into 'being*
He Investigated ways of cutting, down the number of railway
accidents and published, in 1090, his first written works
"The Social Significance of Street Hallways#**
Also, in 1890, Cooley married Miss Slsie Uones of Ann
Arbor, whom lie had known since childhood*

Hobart Angel!

amid of hers
Mrs* Dooley, well read, capable of fine expression
both In prose and poetry, was a great service as a sym
pathetic critic of his writInga, both in regard to
clarity and form* Furthermore, realising that his genius
needed to be unfettered, ‘she so ordered her life as to
free him.from worry on her account and kept othera from
encroaching upon hia quiet mode of living*
Social science, began to interest C-oolay at about this
time*

la 1888, he reported that he.had discovered the works

of Spencer and Sohaffle*

He met biddings in 1890 who en

couraged him to go Into sociology*.

With Ward, Oooley carried

on correspondence during these years, particularly over
Dalton*s views of genius*

Perhaps because of these influ

ences and others, he finally, in 1892,'decided on teaching
as a career*

That same year he acceptad a half-time in

struct ore hip at the University of Michigan In the department
of political economy*

He also began work on a Ph* 0#

Economics with minors in sociology and statistics*

in

%n l09l|.,

^Cooley, Social Organisation and Human Uature and
the Social Order *. rev* :
©d7, Iq^S'," "ppT xii-xiii*

■after receiving hia degree, Cooley began his academic career
in sociology*

He taught "principles11 during- the first s e m 

ester and 11problems" during the second semester#
In this second period of Dooley1© life, the age of
decision, emphasis has been upon events, for these aro the
outward manifestations of the wandering organism .attempting
to unfold Itself*

Dooley1a ■endeavors were, perhaps, anal

ogous to a child who sees a red hall -outside his playpen*

He

beats, kicks, pushes, and pulls the gate until he discovers
the latch which allows him access to hia goal*

Whereas in

the first period we observed the embryonic personality
taking form, in this period we sac it in a quest of a means
of expressing itself*

tilth the teaching of sociology

decided upon as this means, this period comes to a close,.
making way for an analysis of .the mature Dooley— the scholar*
Hature Years * the Scholar (l89lp*X929)
Most of the thirty-five years of Gooleyfs academic
life was spent within the shadow .of.the University of
Michigan campus*

Here lie lived the simple uncluttered life

of th© classical scholar*

He consciously felt that his own

life afforded for him "materials enough for all the science
1 want," for it was his opinion that "true sociology is
only a systematic autobiography."^

■k%aady, og* elt *, p* 233*

16

H© wrote concerning his life In his journals!
The life that one lives before the world ought to be,
as it frequently is, a work of art*
It is a man* s se
lect and perfected expression achieved by suppressing
what is weak and irrelevant and bringing his worthier
self to full and consistent working* ^
And again he stated!
To make it total, to make it human, are the prime
alms in my' treatment.of sociology'sn ^ a l l must be seen as
parts of a living whole— our life#
There are several observations which can be made re
garding the relation between Cooley’s life and his social
thought during this period*
The first has to do with his point of view toward
society*

If in hi© childhood Cooley was a dreamer, in his

adult life he tended as much as possible to isolate himself
from society*

A colleague at the University of Michigan,

Arthur Evans Wood, stated, "To many he seemed a remote and
silent figure^ and such he was *11^7

Cooley himself declared,

"This age is too clever, too strenuous? I would live in .some
older fashion*

(Damn the age!

I write for antiquity*)"

The net effect of this voluntary isolation upon Cooley’s
writings was Stated b y Richard Deweys

lgIbld». p. 9.

l6Ibld.

^ A r t h u r Evans tiood, "Charles Horton Cooley;
An Aporeeiation," American Journal of Sociology• 35;7l£i-* Septem
ber, 1930*
~
'
l8Jandy, o£. ci£#, 9* 4 2 *

In reading Gtaoley's works one can scarcely escape
from th© conclusion that his generalisations,: keen and
scholarly as they are, were derived chiefly from books
persued thoughtfully In the comfortable setting of the
library# ^
I>ewey*s statement showed some insight for, In fact,
Cooley obtained much of his empirical ■information about
society from autobiographies of his students and novels
about the contemporary scene*.
and read carefully#

The best of these he selected

Although, this information was second-

hand, he seemed to have felt that it was adequate for his
purposes#
We see then that Gooley viewed society reflectively
from a rather high level of generality— ‘although his Il
lustrations made parts of his works very personal 'and in
timate#

By this reserved and Idealistic attitude, he seems

to have gained in breadth and sanity of view, escaping from
the passionate but unscientific enthusiasm of t h © 'advocate ‘
of social reform, on the one hand, and from th© all too fre
quent narrowness and technicality of the laboratory psychol-

•

2

0

ogist, on the other#

togell -explained further that nhe

# o o l o x 7 believed his isolation necessary to his a©If-expression, which otherwise would flow in sociable rather than

^%.f.0hard Dewey, *€harlee Horton Cooley* Pioneer
in Psychosociology,f? Harry Elmer Barnes, to Introduction to
the History of Sociology (Hew Yorks
Uhiverslty"r'of Chicago
Fr©ss7*rI^B.), pT'Sl'fr1"

20Ibla.. p. 837. ■

scholarly channels#*1*^
Many scholars who have emphasised reflection in their
lives at the expense of participation have* as Cooley has,
come to th© conclusion that society is a unified organic
whale*

Why is this sot

Basically* perhaps, because

these persons— *b© they philosophers, artists, or scientists***
view society at long range*

To the researcher who. deals

directly with his data, love and hate responses on a question**
■natre, for -example, may be considered the direct antithesis
of each other*

Whereas to the ^armchair" scholar, calmly

contemplating the mysteries of the world,’these are b o t h
mutually dependent, closely analogous attitudes toward ob
jects *

In the higher levels of generality all conflicts seem

to resolve themselves*

The view from the mountain top is

always more calm and who.ll atic than from the o enter of the
marketplace,
Another of Cooley's personal.attributes was his com
plete lack of dogmatism* Although he treated society from
the social psychological frame of reference* he fully recog
nised other modes of approach*

Wood stated!

One of his finest qualities was his utter lack of
combative dogmatism* His thinking processes were open
minded, fair and tentative} and, hence, scientific*'
Whenever he found presumable scientific men behaving
otherwise, and acting like sectarians, he took a mild
delight .in pointing out their shortcomings* Nevertheless

Pi
' ’Cooley, Social Organisation and Human N a t u r e .and
the Social Order* rev* edZp 19§S,’ pT"vitX

*9
with all M s hospitality toward other types of mind* h#
had profound confidence in M s own method and ssntrl*
bublon* and stood adamant upon ii*“
4 related spalit y la Cooley was. his Xot© of democracy*
Ho was known to be sympathetic with the straggles of the
working classes for greater economic froodom and voted for
haPollett in 1921$,*

Ho liked plain people and praise# the

rugge# honesty of the "hand workers1*- which he found* too
often* to-be lacking in other classes*

0cway explained that

"hi© faith in democracy rest## upon his conviction that* by
an# large* the masses possess the ability to discern* respect*
and follow tha bost leaders* tbougb hot Infallibly so„n23
fhis invincible f alth in democracy was perhaps another ex
ample of Cooley1b mi# west era small town ©nfchno-rsgioalsmi*
For Cooley* however* democracy was seen in a very
broad sense*

Ho saw it as an extension of the ideals de

veloped in th© primary group*

It was perhaps.m o r e .of an

intellectual disposition than a way of life*
In this adult period of hie life* Cooley was the par**
feet illustration of the traditional scholar| unpretentious*Quiet* sincere« with a breadth of vision which could but
attract Quick admiration from minds seeking enlargement*
hike .Iraamus who brooded over the disordered social land*
©cap© of his day* yet would not become involved in the
4

r

22Wood, 2 £, clt.. s>* 711,

2^Ce»ey, 0£. clt.. p, 8i}.l,

strife# Cooley withdrew from much of the disturbance of hi#
time*

fhls make a the analysis of th© influence of others

particularly important ©i&ce it m m from literature that fee
received meet of hie stimulation during this later period.* •

iit mwwmm m mwrnm m urn mmmm
According to M w a r d

who. studied Cooley**

journals and personal notes over a period of several fears*
the first master of Cooley*e thought m m

Staoraon*®^

He

seemed to hm the natural bridge between Cooley** childhood
favorlt.es * such'as Macaulay and Swift* and the. more reflect
tlve and composed authors of Cooley*s mature'fears*

Even-lir-4’

his later life* as Mead affirm©* ttEe never completely lost
the moral a r dor■isispSred fey .Emerson Curlng hia young man*
gc*

hood*19'

In hi.a 14 fe SEl'SSS, Student# Cooley wrobet

Emerson should be'"read in youth* His boundle*a hope
and his call to -eallVtrusb are Congenial thou* hater*
whan you have become disillusioned* skeptical and lacy*
you may find his exhortations a little tiresome* hla
thinking inexact# .and his optimism not wholly verified.#.
1 wore out a act of his hooks when X was young and even
now r ‘carry about a thin, book of extracts to which-1 **$&
sort when I need to find -a little, more glamour in life*18"0

2^8H«3y, og. clt,, p. 53.
Ceorge &ead*. ^Cooley* a- Contribution, to' American
Social thought*** toouiAaa *Xonimg*X -of Sacialo^S6# 35* &95* -arch#
1930*

^ C h a r l e s Horton Cooley* X4Xc a m
*6 «
t
Alfred. A# Khopf#

(flew fork!
,

the late 1&901** dandy reported that Cooley* & Jourb &X b w ® x>®

nm

fall of q u o t ation from Goethe* whom dandy claimed

the second great master of Cooley*® thought#

pa# who had truly made hie life a work -of art*

{foeth* to®
From hlm^

Cooley undoubtedly obtained much of hie art let to oat look,
/

toward 'U f a , for ho visualised Soothe as the perfect sociol*
agist*

$©©tb® had a. oartala- universality of spirit and

sympathy which Cooley admired*

to gel 1 pointed out that

$ 00ley alee appreciated "the revelation of inner 0t.ra.ggl®
that want on la Coethe , a a in ail great artists #

Cooley

himself declared t hat Coebhe was the pars an to them he turned
for guidance in hie effort® to understand th® world of men
during his later % ife*^®
Cooley*a admiration for $horeau* whom ho quoted more
frequently -than any o t h e r .writer In hi a hooks., may have
"rested upon a degree of psychic affinity with that inter-*
eating figure in American' literary and philosophic history**29
fhoreau* 11 fee Cooley, was ,m 'withdrawn and' «&y soul who In*
his later life felt it neoeeaary to isolate himself in order
that he might'eomunlo&te more-effectively*

Cooley reported

_
„ f7cooio?, .Ssgiai . s m M M t i o a §§1 test; la&ass sat
the Social Order* rev* @17# l ¥ ^ , p* W i #
.

28^oolej-, Sgolol.og.lcal fhegllS. aad j^elal Igagfiseb,

P *. 5 *

29

'Demy, gg,* &&&** P* 83$*

/

y

m
that he *fou«Ml no reading w r a aalntary to a weary. mind than
fhoro&u* a jourraal~~lm fourteen v o l u m e s i t

another

point,: ha respectfully stated, 11A hook like his, kalian has?
,.j i

somebhtns infinite about It*11 '■
Olosor to the literature of professional sociology*
hat at ill outside it, was Bar win*

Cooley declares, ^frois

Darwin I got, in the long run, the moot satisfactory idea
of the general prooaaa of autura and.the- nay to study It**32
tegell addedt
Ooolay*s admiration in this ease aeema to.hare sprung
from the fact that the ,t»o son were sufficiently similar
for intellectual eoagenlaXlty hut sufficiently different
for Dartiln to aacoita raapacfc#. Both men &ati life etafe&ily
and saw it whole, with awe at the wonderful complexity
of the world,. But Cooley appreciated that Bfamisn was more
■willing than 'fee tojplod tirelessly through careful empire
leal inireebig&tion”before reaching eon Plus ions* Me under**
stood that hie own more artistic approach was subject to
the danger of ‘a n l e e t i w perception#^
It enema certain that- non^aooiologleal w i t era had
more importance In shaping Cooley* a thought than did
soelologlate*

In hi#, worte, reference# to fmareent $hore&uy

Boothe* -end Barwln far outnumber hie citations of sociologists*
'1# stated, *X can hardly say that any writer e o m o n l y
■
11«m a~atff f i

»»w>>aawi.1’!#i'i>w
wnmiiiiji1—
;i naeii

3%coley, M f c and the Student, p* 101«
P* M S *
^

^

Cooley,^

,

’

JIS8I& 3 8 & SSS^i,

Cooley* Boclal Organisation and Human Batura and
th e

0 0 0 1 0 1 Q gjggg,*

:#dU. * ■i9bfe-*. P.*

la u

&*

r m U o n m I a sociologist u m

of the very first importance in

m y stoent&l growth.***'•% lever theirs s there ore several social
scientists whose influence# are worth motioning*
From- Spencer he- seems. to have Inherited some of his
early notions for hie outlias of'the general s o h o m 'of
3£

evolutionary lmowi#ilge»

As time passed* however* Cooley

became more critical of him for he felt ■that Spencer was too
Inclined to let his ays tom rid# to ughshod over the field of
facts*

Cooley also felt" that society was not primarily a

biological organism but a psychological one*
From this point of view* he liked the work of Softoffle
who.* though relying on the biological analogy* gave it pay*
ohologloal content*

Ward and Biddings also seem to have had

acme Influence on Cooley.*

He mm acquainted with,and had
t

read,the writings of both before deciding to make sociology
his career*

36

In his later ■Ilfe.» he read a number of the

works of Comte* .hut there is no Indication -that Cooley in*
corporate^ any of his ideas into his own writings *
the social psychologists James# $eaey* and Baldwin

3 % o o X c s -,
p

8j3<?.lftXQisXefta, g ^ e fia r a a g d

* 4*
Ibid

J Coolaj, Social 3 a g g g & S & g S and the Huas
and ffifre Soolal orjpu*, rev* e C ? i cli## p$u

m m ® probably m m ® Important In Influencing Cooley*s thought
than any of the above sociologists* excepting perhaps
liotiaffl®:*

From tiwm. fee seems to'have obtained a.clearer

view of the relation of too person to the group*

Istts*

social self# Dewey* 0 aetivisso, and Baldwin* s hialoetic of
personal growth each contribute# .something to- Cooley*s, view
that both para00a and groups wore organic wholes that move#

Xi
ahead by « tentstive process*
two other -writers*; Tooqeevilie and Bryce*-also seamed
to have appealed to Oceleyy- these two analysts of American
society were the two most cited authors in his Social

Organisation*

Although -they wore not formally sociologists#

Cooley believed that they possessed the sort of insight that
38

m sociologist'needed*

iftieh we look over.the influences listed -above we see
that there la more than a coincidental likeness among them*
viewed this similarity from the philosophical, stand*

point $
■fhe philosdplilcal l e f t a t of-Cooley*a day was pro*
dominantly idealist la* ""fraSseenden fcal idealism of the
nineteenth Century aimed to see nature as an integrated
■organic whole* or '-unity,, with, m m m® a phase of it* fo
this school belonged those thinters for who© Ooolsy eared
most i- Goethe# Emerson * fhorean* In science he found theorganic vlw^impiieii in the works of "Darwin* Bchaffle*
and other#*^¥
Whether or not dooley himself could be considered an

Ib|_dF, p* a*

-IS

XMi*

to

J&ndy# o£* elt,».» p* 2$6*

2$
idealist is a moot

On the one hand ,

n&®&

Idealism as a basts for explaining m o b of Cooley*e thought#
while Waller

believed that Cooley

in no &$a$« of the word could be considered an idealist; ■
This problem, la 'perhaps not of central Importance here$ how**
-ever* it a asms probable that Cooley, being aomevhat mt an
eclectic thinker, and a scientist instead of a philosopher,
■perhaps»■ ©auk his roots in a number of places^
when we view ClooXay1a life, and environment from a
distance* wo see a certain s e w e r gene# of trends and harmony
of elements which is more complete than with most persons*
fortmpc this is because he truly made his. life a
casting aside irrelevant m $

contrary traits*

n - m k

art,

o f

In the back**

ground there is always present the small town Midwestern
setting*

.Of this Cooley never completely transcended*

a

little closer to the foreground stands the framework of
idealism which in the form of the literary masters gave
Cooley motivation and a .general orientations

4 part of the

covering of this .framework was.provided by the sociological

^ |.b.id#.
g p.* vi#'f
^Cooley* Social P r mmiButton and luman Hature and the
iaclal Oriei?-* rerTeSTJT T f ? S , " p T T v T
^%o$r ^ood1'Boilers* ieview of *Oharla* HortonCooley#
Ills Life and Social Theory**1 Amor lean Journal
U91&2, July, 19%3*
'
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.systems of Spencer and Schaffle; the social psychology of
James* Dewey, and Baldwin; and the observations of Bryce and
Tocqnev.ille«

In the foreground is the man, Cooley, reflecting

all of the background factors, and yet transforming them
with his reflective temperament and distinguished literary
style#

It is with this view in mind that we proceed to the

next chapter which deals with the relation of-the concept
of the primary group to Cooley's system of social thought*

0 M J P C T ifi

B m m i m

m

«

eono&pf <oi» the f i i m m c w w

to cools?*3

S S f B M f# TSOtTOBff
The purpose of this oh after is to asslyaS^tbe concept
@C t ^ e piM.nasry group as ft relates to the general structure •
of Cooley1s social thought *

Thus* the first section will

he devoted to an overall .outline of the major- dimensions of
Cooley's thought and the second to an analysis of the con
cept of the primary *jroup and its relation to this system
of thought#
1*

COOLS?* 3 S1BTJK 0? aOCXM* THOUGHT
/

The task to which Cooley dedicate# himself In his
writings, in the words of 3andy> was finding out the inter*
active process by ifclch ^abciety make a the man*- end man
makes -society#n

To comprehend this thoroughly would lead

him*, he thought* to an usde-M-ta-ndlng of the nature of social
1
reality-Itself*
Sociology was considered by him to b e a
means of Interpreting life situations*

At-one point he

defined sociology1as ^fcbc science of man in the group**1 and
further stated that the facte of social science were the

. Edward Jandy, Charles .Horton Ooolt.g* His -Life, and
Bis Soolal Theory • { B e W T K S W * ’’ Drydca ifre-an# 1952) * p* W *

^attitudes* beliefs* end habit© as socially determined by
thU' »U*oup* end ^represented by folkways* institutions and ' j>
by the primary end secondary -feme of human association*

'■

On another occasion* Gooley.delineated the subject matter of
sociology as either flpersonal latereoursa considered in Itsprimary aepeeta^rthe development of human. &&ture<*«»or in its
aooond&ry aspecta such as- groups* institutions* and proe*
asses •**

to this statement# m

if to.emphasise further that

sociology should only serve social life* he added the-follow*
log sentences

41Sociology* -X suppose * ia the science of these

things *n% ^ o o l e y felt that' the. relation of society and
sociology ’uae spontaneous#

fo be able aysfcemableAXly'.to

understand the former1,automatically'put yourself in the
category of the latter#

4a hi© role in sociology* Coolof

m looted ■that of aystamatieor and. Interpreter rather than
*,

.

fact*gatherer«

Me was primarily interested not so much in
k
discovering now truth# as in interpreting the old*
Bmste tosumot.lods*
Cooley# accepting the evolutionary view of his time,
'

t

■

^

Arthur Ivmna Wood, ’'Charles -Horton Cooley# An
Appreciation*** American Journal.of ioe.^ol0|3iF*. 55*709* Sep*
bambar* 1950*
'
•• •
^Hebert Outran, "Cooley# A Perspective,1* American
Sociological Be view, %3>i&$X*$S.§ June* 195&*
%Mi%»

,op.»..

p* flfl- - ;i

considered life as an organic growth adapting itself to
meet changing conditions*

He insisted that wour life is all

one human whole” and must be studied as such*'

In an eter

nal on-going process, human life was unified by many currents
of Interaction which were at the same time differentiated into
two subprocesses, the social and the biological*

Social

life was transmitted through language, interaction, and
education while biological life flowed through the germ
plasm*

Social forms interacted and grew according to the

11tentative process*11 a. process of wexperiment which is not
«6
necessarily conscious*
vVlthin this forward moving process
there seemed to be ”a vital impulse of unknown origin”
working ahead in all directions adapting itself to all the
7
other phases in the movement*
Cooley studied society from
the mental rather than the material side although he rec
ognized that the material side existed*

He felt, however,

more<competent in dealing with the mental, and also regarded
it as being more Important*

^Charles Horton Cooley, Social Organisation (revised
edltionj Glencoe, Illinois $ Free fress
'pT -12*- '
6■
Charles Horton Cooley* Social Process {Hew York?
Charles Scribner* s Sons, 1920} /""p. 87
7
Samuel M* &evln»
Charles- Horton Cooley and the
Concept of Great1voness,M Journal of Social Philosophy*
18;g,6 , April, 1930*

the central conception of any real ■b ontology tfas.-fche

£toa of a

continuing social life, .having an organisation

■and history of its own# in which sentiments are developed*
ami from which they are derived by tea individual**1
tinetly social fiat* were mental ana inward*
meet basic m B B m z p t t o m .trere*

life as m

Bio*

goo ley1® t w

organic process*

end U f a as adaptation*- survival* and &volution*

9

He used (.

the tern 11organic*. not in fcue biological sobs© of Spencer^.'
but rather to imply the functional u n i t y 'of the -Indtvidua!
and society'in the social process and it a historical con*

ilnulty embracing the .past#' present* and future*

Facts

were to be studied In their complex relationship or in the
social situation* for the ttcrgsa»ls»itt'was a living tftoXer
.made u p of differentiated members* .each with special' func
tions*.

thus be rejected geographic ? economic* cultural *

and biological determinisms as ”particuiarisms*:n

-lancly

classified Cooley philosophically a© m% Idealist and scion*
i§
tlflc&ily m a social functionalist*
©
'Charles'Horton Cooley* Fieflections fpoo the

Sociology of Serbart Hpenaer**1 Sooialeft|cal theory and
Social liesearch fisew torkt Meary lolt ana company* 1930).*
9
‘Oooley* ’'dace Study of -Small Institutions as a
Method of 8©search, * S^cScio^icBl Theory and iooial H.eae«oh
r* 313*
"■>■ •*"■?" ■
' >#:-5
10
.
/'
■-■.
^
Jotndy* * 2 , ctt..* *,: 102*5.
j
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S**

Society
preferred tm consider society m

m

rtorganism”

rather fch&n an ^ergani»&tIon* because *tba latter la
usually understood to tmptf conscious purpose* and negleoted
Sootsty was to fee considered as

the unconscious elements*

Including all of human. life*. ana as organic in the a ana© that
all Its parts war® .Interdependent ami affected each other
through mutual interaction*
We are all one life* and its various phases~~Asla*.
Europe* and Aper-feat democracy# militarism# and social
isms state* church* and commerce* cities* tillagea* and
families; and ao on to the particular persona*
Biok*
and larr-y* * *' * ft&e total life feeing unified fey inter**
action#' each phase of it must fee amj is In som# degree*
an' expression of the whole system*
fhis whole might also fee viewed as a complex of
systems of interactions* -more or less distinct# more or
leas enduring# ttor* or leas conscious and intelligent-***’■■■
Examples' of those werei

^nations* institutions* doctrines*

parties, an«S persona.*13 ■asohaneing glaaces vith a person
on the street would sot up a process of Interaction which
might .beeerne more or lees ■permanent In thought#

Be cause of

this overlapping and interpenetration* each part of the
whole, belonged to. mors than ante. ©rganie system*
mn

For * 0*10*0

personality i« on# organic systemi the persons he knows

^Cooley* Social Frooegs « p» .£6*

^%Md,*.

ars others *tt From o m 'point of view* nf m m m life is made
up of such personal cystoma** which ?Interpenetrate one
another** for ^eanh. personality includes Idea© and feelings
U&
reflooted from others*11'* Bpcm another point of view* this
■

oomptmM could- he broken up into groups

rattier than persona****,

into families* oommunitioa* parties* races* ani states* Bach
of these had •its own history and growth and overlapped the
others#

looking at it from- a third viewpoint* the whole

could bo -considered **a eompleji of thought or thoughtsystems, whose locus* certainly* is- the b v m m mind*.but •
■
which have a life an# growth of their o w n , E a c h

of these

■were equally'real* and all wore aspect a of the -c©mmon whole
which Cooley referred.to as society.
Summarising the idea of society as an organism* Cooley
state#' th&ti
* * * It is. a complex.of forma or proceases each of *
which la living and growing by interaction with the
others*- .* * « It la a vast tissue of reciprocal activity
differentiate# into' Innumerable systems* « « * and all
Interwoven to such a legrac that -you ##e*different systems
according-to the point'of view you take****
Cooley frequently reiterated the unity and differ
entiation of human life and society*

Xn •Social -Process» he

treated society as a co-mplmm of reciprocally'interacting
■systems ■*

la Human lature an# the ffooial Order, society wmm
"

.

*h.bid»

_

*

p. as.

l6ibia.
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oo&6tder«d.

a #phase of life1* rnthai* than %

Itself/* i,e*, It

thing fcy

nlif® r«$arde# fro® the p o i n t of view
1?
of personal intercourse**1
•0©ole$r classified human inter*
w

m

course in its ■..primary, as poo to

b b

h m m n

nature* and in Its

secondary aspects as groups.* institutional or processes*
In this ®&n®m Booietf wan doflrmC as ^aimplf the o-ollaoti^a
aspect of personal thought*
Sooietf '**& considered an external structure and pro©ess of a living nonlitf whose Interrelationships m d e p®s*»
Biblm the social -mind .In the individual*

O o o l y 1a Inalstone©

that the facts of aoelolosjr were in the mind h m . been in-.
ia
portant for social pa^aholo&y*
Perhaps his moat funda
mental proposition# ware*
mental#*2^

*Ktn$ is.soelalf society is

Each man* a imagination .was **&. special phase of

society® because it m s

a **m&as of personal impressions

worked.up into a ■living ■growing whole*ff

Mind or Imagination

as a whole was ?human thought const dared in the largest way
as having growth and organisation, extending throughout the

^<Jfearles M or too Co® lay*
I at y e
ffrder Crevised ©ciitionj Olanooo^ Illinois*
■Cf<*

and the, Social

l5i m * > p- u * .
. ^ G e o r g e Mead* '*Qfceley1a Contribution to teerican
Social thought ** .Amerlyn 4purnal of S s M l l B Q * 3 >*$»??,
March, 1930.

3k
ages*

'it21

the locus of society In the widest possible sense***

These were the facts as we taow them la experience*
Society* then* in Its immediate aspect* is a relation
among personal ideas*
In order to h a w society It Is
evidently"necessary that persons should get together
somewhere; and they get together only as personal Ideas
■in the mind* * * •* tihftfc other possible loons can be
assigned for the real contact except as Impressions or
Ideas formed in this common locus? Society exists in mf
mind as the contact and .reciprocal influence of certain,
ideas named. ,sI "Thomas* Henry, Susan* Bridget.* and 00
In every m i n d * ^
The. Person*

Oooloy insisted on the 11vital unity of every phase
of personal life*, from the simplest Interchange of a friendly
word to the polity of nations*1* lie rejected ”th© crudely'
mechanic &!** idea that na person* or some trait of person' Vi

ality or of intercourse^ Wat 11the element of society * n
and that society was p|an aggregation of these elements,11
for he contended that this ^mechanical conception11 was 111nap*
plioable to vital phenomenon* n

Instead he maintained .that

^living wholes have aspects hut not elements*11^

From the

aspect of personal Intercourse, since society was ^a relation
among personal ‘ideas*11 the real person was -fee personal Idea*
* * *. My association with you evidently consists in
the relation between ay idea of you and the rest of toy

■^Cooley* human Mature and the Social Order* rev»*ed«f
p* 53.6*

‘
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mind* If there is something in you wholly beyond
this and saafee* no Impression upon me* it k m no social ■
reality in this r e l a t i o n * ^
For Cooley* then, **$&.# imagination which people have
■iS
on one another are the solid facts of society*** ■
1# fur
ther maintained that', a 1non the genesis of personal ideas
«as .experience* personality was the Tcey In the study-of the
Individual and society,
The Social Self:,
Cooley, In hie discussion of the social aelf* dis*
t
missed any metaphysical problems by. observing that its!

.

mystery m m

'

*

^simply a phase, of the. general mystery of life***

To- him the empirical self was simply **thet which is i©al o o t e d tIn. common speech by the pronouns of the first person
singular* *X *, 1me *, 1my1* 1mine* and •*myself1«
•Carrying.over his 'views of the nature of reality as
>

i

,

a system of personal Ideasf Cooley found the self and other ■
5

i

organically Interlaced l a t h # sam# field of the Individual*s
experience#

Belt and other did -not #exist m& mutually

exclusive social facta, **• mad phraseology *&*t#h implied that
they did, like the ant 1the#fa egotism versus altruism* **wae

**27.

*

O p e n .to the objection of vagueness, ■if not falsity***

'

Cooley' went further than his contemporise, such as

Ibid.. p. 119.

26

Ibid, , p# 11*3*

2% b i d .. p. 122.'

2?

' ■

'IMS** P*

James or, Baldwin, by olavifyitr;.-. the mechanism by which the
self developed*

lie called this-phase of the-gelf, "the

looking-glass self" which he described in a coupletf

"Each

to each a looking-glass/ Reflects the other that doth pa®s*f^
Ab we see our face, figure, and 'dress In the glass, and
are interested In them .because-they arc oura, and pleased
or otherwise with,'them according as they do or do not
answer to what we should like them to be, so In imagination
we perceive In another*s mind-.some thought of our appear
ance, manners, aims, deeds,.character* friends* and so
on, and are variously affected by lt**9
There were, according to-Cooley, three distinct
psychic elements of the looking-glass self!

(1) the Imag

ination of one*a- appearance to-another -person* (2) the
Imagined estimation of that appearance by the other person,
and C3) a self feeling, such a s pride or mortification,
that was felt by the firvt person*

are ashamed to- seem

evasive in the presence of a brave gne, gross Inthe eye©
of a refined one, and. so on*,"
this matter of what w

In the reflected self, then,

Imagine the judgement of the other

to be was what "makes all the difference with our fooling* *"3$
tflfch children., the development of the role of the
looking-glass self could foe- traced without difficulty*
child began very early to ..study the movements of others
around it*

Be learned to have a measure of control over

28Ibid.. p. Ui’
J.

2% b l d .. p. 181*

3°Ibid., pp. 152-53.

A
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totmm in ■the same way a* He could control a rattle*.

Even

before the ninth month.# there were deliberate attempts to
attract attention*

Ho soon learned **to- be different- things

to different people# showing that he begins to apprehend
parsoa&Xlfcy■and to- foresee Its operation*1* $hr this reason,
he bee&m© selective in,his interest and his need for admtra*
bion and prestige*

% . the second year# the l?ehl!d already

cares much for the reflection of himself upon.' ana person**,
ality an#-little for that upon a n other#*^
la all this development* Cooley thought it useless to
look for any regular stages*'
Imperceptible gradations-*

The whole process was one of

f# ho 'sura* there appeared to be

■periods la the life of youth whoa self^feeling was estremely
strong* notably ia adolescence*

But ..in all sensitive# am*

bitious# strenuous natures# aelf^feeilng #over how weappear-to others and what we think of. that appearance la
likely to remain a powerful influence#1* ^

Whatever the.

differences# Cooley believed that /’directly■or indirectly!
the imagination of how we appear to others is a controlling
fores in all normal

31Ibid.„ pp. 129-32*
-32 ' ■
Cooley believed that girls m w m more impressionable
and more aware of their self image'than boya*

33Xbtd.. p. X3tf.-

Social Or^ani, Ration
Cooley maintained that asociety* and *individuals**
m m ® not ©sparable 'phenomena but were the 11collective and
distributive aspects of the ©am© thing#*' such as the army
34
ani the soldiers or -the class and the students•
fli© dif~
foronce between the two

was hot in the.objects thomeelves

but'-zither fa the-point

of view or the approach.la looking

at the two#

$oei*by9 or group# was Just a collective view

of parsons ms ideas*

Kan has no.existence apart from

eeclefcy or the group•since •he is hound to It by. hereditary
35
and sociai factora *
■In discussing the

problem

thing more than the sum
tainedj

of

whether society was any**

of the Individual** Cooley maln~

*I.n a sense# yea#*

flier© was an organisation 1b

any•social whole that you could mot «** in the individuals
35
separately*
He did mot use the term "group mind11 hut did
t*

not object to its use in demoting this aspect of .the icidi*
tf
vldoal~group relationship*
Cooley found that the 11ms chant am through which human
relations ®mtat and develop Is c o m m u n i c a t i o n . . * C o m m u m ^
leation also served m

3% b i a . . p. 3?.
^dood,

the foundation for the organization

J;i M a . , p. 3 3

og* SIS** b* 709.

.

3&i M S * .

p.

of society*

Thus this concept furnished & autostanti&l tonal©

for understanding tshe psyche**oei©logical phenomena which
was ordinarily called suggestion or Imitation*
Cooley defined a o a m m a.cat ion a si
* * * all the symbols of the mind* together with, the
meant of conveying them through space and preserving them
la- time*
It Includes the expression of the attitude and
gesture» the tones of tha voids# words# writings, print
ing# railways, t-elejgreehs# telephones#, -and whatever else
may he the latest achievement in the ©©n«gaeet of space
and tine* -.All the a© taken together* in the intricacy- of
their actual •oosstoioattcm* make- up an organic ‘
whole cor
responding to the organic whole of human thought! and
everything in the way of mental growth has an external
exist once therein**^*
la the total-movement of organic life* there were two
processes'or-'two branches of the cams proeess— the hi ©log
ical working through the ge»~pXasm* and the-social working
through language as the medium of psychical communication#
This was in contrast to ©volution on the plant and animal
level where adaptation to environment was primarily hered
itary and fixed*

the ^distinctive thing in human evolution

* * * is the development of a process which is not flxeist
tout plastic,** adapting itself# **directly to each particular
situation,” ano "capable or a variety- of modes of action."¥>
The moans of communication developed remarkably 1ft the
nineteenth century * chiefly in the'.following ways I

1* In express iveriosa* that la, in the range of ideas
ami feelings they are competent to e a w ^
2* In
the permanence of recording,
3 * In
the ®«iftna«« of eossmunlonfcioiu
fyt fn tte diffusion to all classes of people* .
With these Improvamante In Um communication media# Cooley
fait that aoelety could he organ;,&e d on the -has la of '**Intel-*
ligene© and of rationalised and tysfcematlcad fooling®

rather than on rtauthority* m t m w m . f $ and eaato*
■A free Intorconroe of Ideas,'that la *■freed and un
impeded a&nstswieatton** would not produce uniformity*

Self**

feeling merely Mould.find enlarged'Opportunities for expree*
sion*

to increased degree of commnlc&tlon thus would

furnish the baele for making the individual conscious,of the
milquo pert h© could and should play In Improving the
>
quality of the social whole* On the other hand* freedom of
communication has tended to produce *th© diesas© of the
eemtur$yw namely, the disease of "excess, of overwork, of
prolonged worry# of a competitive race f o r .^hieh men are not
Ii2
fully equipped* '
Public opinion, according to Cooley, was mot merely
m %

aggregate of opinions of Individual# but ”a co-operative

Itl
product of c-ommunlcation and reciprocal Influence»n
.It
.

'iiiniimiawi iWBd'i.iwi

^"Cooley, Human 8at»re and the Social Order, rev. e-d.,
19«>6, p4 SO*
^ 2lb ld . ,

p.

103*

Ib id , .

p.

12.

kl
was a crystallisation of i l w a s opinion- resulting In a
certain, stability of thought*

If it wore produced by

rational discussion, public opinion was usually superior to
that of the average opinion of the members of the public.#
The masses made fundamental contributions to public
opinion., not through formulated Ideas but through their
sentiments*

They, in their daily experiences* were el me to

the salient facts of human •nature, and were not troubled with
the preoeoup&tlon with Ideas.which would hinder:t h e m 'from
Immediate fellowship*

neither were they limited by the at

tention to the hoarding of private property which would
prevent the wealthy from, keeping In touch with the common
things of llfe*^'
Social froee&s
The social process# as Cooley analysed its* was not a
^series of futile repetitions11-or brutal'and wasteful con
flicts, but ah * eternal .growth-1 Involving the **continued
,-kJ*
transformation and elimination of details*
While the
element of conflict was useful in that it awakened and
directed human attention, and thus led to activity# it was
limited by a superintending■factor of co-operation and or
ganisation, to which the contestants must adjust themselves

h h

Ibid, » p 4 123*

hC
^ S o o l e y , Social frecess, p* 3&®

m
if they would sue seed#.
Social, strati! lost Ion- hindered to the extent .that it
*

out off oomunleatloaw

I t .tended to throw social ascendancy

into the hands of a stable, communicating minority*

The.

majority were submerged in the morass of ignorance*

Do-

grading neighborhood associations# vicious parents# despised
racial connections— these all served to produce' stratification
and to.hinder progress*
Ceeley held that In the social process .the Institu
tions bequeathed the standard gifts of the .past to the
individual and gave stability*

At the same time, If ra

tionally controlled, they left energy free for new under
takings*

Vigor In the Individual commonly led to dissat

isfaction on his part with institutions*

Disorganisation

thus arose from the reaction against institutional formalism
manifested by energetic parsons#

It might he regarded as a

lack of communication hatween the individual and the insti
ll?
tut Ion*.
It w a s ■lb the rational public will that Cooley saw
the salvation of the social process*

itfhlls he repeatedly

expressed a large degree of faith in human nature as it was,
h® looked forward to a day, rather remote, when communi*

^ C o o l e y # Social Organisation, i>ev. e<3,, 1956,
pp.' 217-18. • • • ' . • '
.
^ 7ibid.. p. 320.

cation and education would enable all individuals to taka a
large grasp of the human situation and on the basis of this
grasp to express effectual social purposed*

Unconscious

adaptation would be superseded by the deliberate-self^dlree*
tlon of ovary group along linos of bro&dsrang sympathy and.
widening intellectual 'reaches*
Final Cause or ffug&oae
According to Cooleyf ^ t h w a i m of all organisation is
to express human n a t u r e ‘and It does this through a system of
symbols»• whieh are the embodiment and the vehicle of the
k9
idea*
Human nature* as a social nature* referred to the
sentiments* attitudes* and impulses which were characteristic
$0
of human'beings at all times and all places*
It meant
particularly *sympathy and the innumerable sentiments into
which sympathy enters* such as love* resentment* ambition,
vanity, hero-worship* and the feeling of social right and
wrong*

Cooley believed that- human nature.' thus defined was

a comparatively permanent element in society since all men
11seek honor and dread ridicule, defer to public opinion,
cherish their goods and their children, and admire courage,

U8Ibld.. pp. 1*19-20.
W | b l d M 31*2-2*3.
5»0
■ Cooley, Human Mature and the Social Order, rev. ed«*
1956* p. 32*
<£
Cooley, Social .
O rganisation* rev* od*,. 19^6, p, 28 ,

generosity and success*
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* - Inman nature was not .something existing separately In
each individual* tout Mae a *&roup~aature or primary phase of
society* a relatively simple.and general condition of the
<3
social mind*15'
This observation paved the nay for'.Cooley’s
analysis of the primary., grongh which he considered to toe the
^nursery of .human nature*ft
vOoneldering human nature as the hereditary'equipment
of a child* Cooley regarded it as consisting of vague tend*
eaoies or aptitudes needing 'actuallaatlon through society*
Babbling* for instance* Mas instinctive while speech became
defined in society* curiosity came .by nature* -and knowledge
toy Ilfa* and instinctive sensibility developed Into sympathy
5k
•
and love*
He concluded from this that the- Improvement of
society did not involve any essential -change In human nature
tout rather ma .larger and higher■application of Its familiar
impulses*51

V

$bb fhAQE m ma'omicstr or ras ?m m m
mom ii cools?*s momm

Since human character1stloo belong to man in
cfp
*
IMS*

Ibid*, pp* 29-30*

pp# 30-31*

Cooley* Human Mature and.-the Social Order* rev* ed* *
1956* p, 3?.
:

association* Dooley asked the question* nt*hat kind or degree
56
of association la ■required to deye.1©p them?**
Els' answer
was fo ymulated in hi a concept of the primary group#

These

groups- were nthe carriers of social tradition and social
cue tom** the chief ^'moulders of personality* and the carriers
of the human element In personal

In the primary

group weverywhere human,nature comes into existence#

Man

does not have it at birthf. .he-earmot acquire it except
58
through fellowship, and it decay® in Isolation* **
If human
nature were ^comparatively stable and universal*n it was
because the Intimate face-to-face family and other primary
go
groups were everywhere eimlitar*
Cooley described primary groups as assodatIona
*characterised by Intimate faee*to-faee association and co-
operation#fl
They are primary in several senses* b u t chiefly in that
they are fundamental in forming the social nature and
ideals of the individual* The result of intimate ease*
elation psychologically is m. certain fusion of tndivtdU
-ualitics in a common whole so that one1s very self* for
many purposes at least* is the common life and purpose of
the group* u
54
Ooolay* Social Organisation* rev* ed.* 195b* p* 30# *
5?
Charles &#■ Ell wo on * ttCharles Horton Cooley, Sociol
ogist I86lp»l929»f1 So^.iolo&y and.Social Research,
Septe&ber~0efeober, 193.9*
58
^
^ Cooley* Social, Organisation* rev* ed« * 1958* P* 31*-‘
g9Ibld,, pp. 30-31.

6°Ibid. , p. 23,

He further described this Intimate feeling which ..was
generated In these groups as a "sort -of sympathy and mutual
61
Identification for which .^we1 Is the natural expression*1'
1
the three most important primary groups universally were the
family* the p l a y g r o u p of children* and the neighborhood
6a
group of elders *
$hese groups M e r e ■"primary in the sens©
that they give the individual hi# earliest and most complete
experience ©f social unity*tt fhey were, also the source of
those ideals upon which human eaeceiation depended$ loyalty*
truth, service to on#1# fellows* kindliness* lawfulness* and
freedom*^
fhe point' cannot he made too emphatic that we do not.
arrive at these ideals through abstract philosophy;-wo
^absorb them spontaneously in these fAOt~t0~face a&soeia**
tlene* « • « It is in those- «£?eupe that the self loses
Its narrowness* and attains its highest expression* It
la a poor sort of individual that does not feel the need
to.devote himself to the larger purpose# of the group*®**
fhe sacrifice of self-interest to the interests of a
congenial group made a person more human*

In so far m

one

identified himself with the "Whole* loyalty to the group was
loyalty to oneself* or self-realisation*

these ideals of the

primary groups wore the basis for the systems of larger
65
Ideallsm^democraoy and Christianity*
ferhap# on© of the clearest statements of the nature

621M M »

fe2It>ta,. p. 2Um

6hbis., P0. 39-30..

63Ibid,.
p* 51*

p. 23.

of the primary group
to -Frederlek K*

was mode lit m private letter by Cooley

©low is 1919*

1 .am accustomed to &&y that the primary group la sim
ply m intimate .group# the Intimacy covering •a ooital6«
arable- period and resulting in an habitual sympathy, the
mind of each- being filled with, a sense of tbs mind of
the. others so that the group as a whole is the chief
sphere of the social self for each Individual -in it— of
emulation, ambition, resentment:, loyalty*™
Inhere is

somequestion as to where Cooley received his

Inspiration for designating some

groups as '*primary'#*

In hi a

later life he disclosed the fact that the chapters containing
this concept* although they appeared early in the book, were
nthe very last part to be conceived and written, not- appearing
in the earliest draft at all*#

Cooley explained that when

he had this draft before him there merely appeared to b« a
"hole in my exposition which t mm impelled to fill*
Edward Shlls has pointed out that most of the stream
of sociological thought in the late nineteenth and early
twentieth century tended to flow- around .and .past the primary
■group*

He found only f cur sociological writers during this

period who anticipated to- any degree this later theory by
66

Frederick B* 0lew, Principles of Educational Bool- .
_ (Bow forki. Macmillan Company* If 2 jT»"T * w ™ ,ri,rf:ga, state
ment' which is quoted above was given to Olow by Cooley upon
request.for a' concise definition of this concept to go Into
Clow* a book# Also seel F* I?, Clow, ^Cooley* s Doctrines of
Primary -Groups,*1 American Journal of Sociology, ££*329# N o 
vembers 1919*
Cooley, Sociological f henry .and .Social Besearch. p* .12i

C o o le y *

t h e s e b e in g T o o n le a ,

3'im m eX , D c F X a y , e n d D u rk h e im * ^ ®

d&ndy, however, hae contended quit© eorreetly that Cooley
nowhere In bio writings gav^s any indication, of being Influ
enced directly by lurepa&n sociology#

It la rather dandy*s

belief that Cooley obtained much of the eoeenee. of M e

Idea

from Sumner and the label itself from a chapter by that name
in the book An Introduction to the %tudy of Society by Small
and Vincent which appeared In I89I4*.

^ S d w & r d A* Shi!a, *9?&e Study of the Frimahy Group*n
.Daniel Dormer and Harold D* toeswell lads,) »' the' Polity
Sciencea {Stanford1 Stanford bnlveraity Press* '195X77pp»
w

:

.

'^andyt os>« £lt** pp* 160«*S1; X*h.e problem of where
Cooley obtained his original ’ideas regarding the primary
group will probably never be answered*
It should be noted,
however, that Cooley himself seemed to think of this concept
as. his own creation and felt no need to aeteewledge another
author#
ISvan in his later writing, quoted shove, be saw it
only as a hole in his exposition which he was forced to fill
in* Besides. Summer1s possible .Influence, there was that of
We&teroa&rck and Howard whose works Cooley cited as nthe beat
comparative studies of the family1* in the field $ Cooley,
Scolal Organ!sat Ion * rev* ed#t If56* p* 3?#
A& fez*’the label of *primary , It would seem very
possible that Cooley acquired it from the Small and Vincent
source* i?he tern, however, is not so unusual, and he might
have invented it merely because' it adequately described the
phenomena which he was studying* Indeed, anyone who reads
both Small and Vincent1© and Cooley1s discussion of this sub
ject can scarcely fall,to note that, outside of the label
and one or two suggestions about the psychological bonds
connecting individuals In these groups., there t© no further
parallel in the two treatments*
Sees Small and Vincent,
An Introduction to the Study of Society (Chicago*
Univerelty
of Chicago Frees, l3§Zp, Bk* IXX^^Ohlp* II, especially p*
163*

Having surveyed 'the .relation of the concept of the prla&ry group to the malm body of Cooley*a social thought,
the next thro© chapters will b® devoted to-three different
aspect© of the influence which this concept has had upon the
field of sociology*

Svidsnooa of 0 colcy*a influence upon

sociological theory will he considered in' Chapter I V , upon
social research in Chapter- f, and upon introductory•sociology
\

textbooks in Chapter VX*.

■;'
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It is tvmmimtf recognised tbday that science walk© 0a
two 1©go-— theory and research,

Although--it is true that

these two aspects are ultimately inseparable and that set - '
entitle ideas cannot he developed o r analysed' fruitfully
without reference to fact* still this basic distinction holds
true § . In this chapter, the attempt will be mad© to delineate
and make explicit the influence which the concept of the
primary group has had upon American sociological theory*
this will be done in two sections*

In the first, those in-*

stances in Which sociologists have acknowledged Cooley*©
Influence by merely reiterating or repeating his concept of
the primary group In their works without attempting to make
theoretical improvements upon it or use it in research will
1
be analysed,
fha second section will deal with further
theoretical criticisms and elaborations*which h a v e b sen made
concerning this oeoapt*

Cooley1© influence upon research

In the material that follows. Instances in which
sociologists ‘merely repeat 000167*s concept without attempting
to add anything theoretically -or empirically to it will b© ‘
designated by the.term "theoretical r e iteration*n Thus, this
first section is concerned with theoretical reiterations of
the concept ;of the* primary .group by American sociologists*

"Will be Invest!gated In the

n e x t

chapter* and in Chapter VI

one specific area of theoretical Influence will be .considered
'as attention Is centered upon the nee of Cooley*e concept of
the primary group in recent introductory sociology textbooks*
fhen, in the summary, these basic.areas of influence trill be
brought together and the .course and major trends of primary
group development between b h e 'years of 1909 and the present
day will be described,

Somewhat analogous to a tree In the

world of botany, the endeavor will be made to show how thin
concept, h&vinggpr mduated in

0 0 0 1 0 7 *a

Spo ial Organ!pat ion*

slowly took root, grew robust be. recognition and■reiteration
in the writings of his early■contemporaries, and than divided,
branching into the

t m n j

theoretical and research trends and

tendencies of the present day*
lt. $ 8 & 0 & m 0 A & M M S B A M 0 8 ®
Because ao much of sociology revolves around the
study of the group in one form or another, moat, aoelologlsta
have either had to develop or to borrow some system of group
classification*

these classifications*, usually-In the form

of dichotomies or trichotomies, portray-an Interesting array
of similarIfciaa and differences.

Some of

'have been f 0 n0 l.es* ftOemeins ch&f ttT and

n

important

Oe&e1lac'haft11•; Durkhsim*#

^mechanical** and worganic* solidarity; S.or0k!a,© ^familiatic,11
^ooutractual,n and ^compulsory** groups| and #umnerfs nwef* and

52
“they1* groups*

In American sociology* however* as J&ndy

concluded in 19^2# “It is not too touch to say that. Cooley* 8
•concept of the primary ..group is regarded as basic to'any
2
classification of groups*11'
a concept seems to have b e e n .
particularly meaningful because it marks a logical starting
point for t h e >'study of the genesis of the early development
of human nature and peraonallty and because it enables on©
to set the Intimate personal group over against t h e .imper* .
sonal non-primary ones#
In the light of the

eminence which this concept has

achieved in modern .American sociology* It is somewhat sur~*>
prising t o .see how slowly it was adopted by. social scientists
in those Initial years, following 1909*. -A survey of the
Amor loan Journal of SoisiQlofj?.# for instance* shows that the
first mention of Cooley* a primary group came some ten years
after Its original publication* ■Frederick Clow* in a Bov-*
ember* 1919# article* reviewed this concept and attempted to
demonstrate its Importance to the field of sociology#

tia

particularly criticised social scientists for not having made
better use of the term#
Hera i* a neglected.chapter in the theory of social
organisation* fcvaryon© at m o o admits the importance of
such groups as are described above /primary groups/, yet
with few exceptions every social theorist has paid no

Edward C* Jan&y* Cnmrle.s Horton Cooley* Els Idf# and
Bis Social fbsopy (lew } » l M * n V ; d S n V « « 7 r d h 7 7 . T ^ . " ~
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at tent Ion to them*, doubtlessly taking them for granted?
they have baaet too commonplace to require notice by the
learned***
A thorough perusal of th© .other literature in the field
also revealed Vary few ooololo.gi.sta uho had incorporated this
concept into their' a yet erne of thought before 1920*

ISany

social scientists such &s Howard* ffoaley* Hayes.* Keller* and
cxiiett© did not cite Qooloy in their works at all during this
period*

Others such m

Olddings* Small* loss* fineent*

Weatherly* and Ogburn mentioned Cooley but seemed to find
no use for his primary group concept which they did not-c:

it

fhere Mere some exceptIona to the rule* however*
Charles HlXwood* who showed many evidences of Cooley1 s la-*
finance throughout his career* eited this concept as early
as 1910#

After quoting the definitions of the tern from

Social'Organisation* he concluded*
Thus-Professor Cooley•says we .get our notions of
l o w * freedom* Jus ties* and' the like from such simple
and widespread forms of
« * -« He »adds
<*>* society* .
w w w vthat
uw:
?ul© of both democracy and Christianity hare
the idaale
sprung naturally from the primary group

^Frederick B* Clow* ^Cooley*e .boetrlne of Primary
Groups** American Joustnal of Sociology, 251.326*. November* 1919#
^fheae conclusions are baaed am an
indexed listings of some thirty-nine works
found by‘.■-these eleven sociologist e*
5
Charles A* Slluood* Sociology ftnd
Problems
w
ffHW*i<niwiwg»>iaiwwiwi>i)iD<.ii*a*1 - (Haw forks. American B o o E u o mr s n y
“ *
"

Inspection of the
which could be
Modern Social
191117 p p * '79*80#
. »r
*

&

sr *r

w

r

IXXweod also ret err
work published in 1919*

to Cooley* & concept in another

Bo observed that the "classification

of the forma of association into primary and seeondary forms11
had -been .suggested by Frofessor Cooley*

These primary groups

were "characterised by intimate face~to~f&c© association and
cooperation," and included such groups a.® "the family* the
play group 'of children* .and the neighborhood or o x m m n t t f
„6
group*11
William I*. Thomas also showed early evidence of being
influenced by

C o o l e r s concept of -the primary group*

1917 article*

he attempted to link

situation” with this term*

his

In a

"definition ofthe

He stated regarding the primary

groups
We are in the habit of'calling "primary groups” those
which» through kinship, isolation, and voluntary adhesion
to certain systems of definitions, secure an emotional
unanimity among its members. #• » By virtue of their
unanlblty the mob and the jury arc also momentary pri
mary groups**
Among the other sociologists who showed evidence of .

Cooley*s 'influence before 1920 were John Olllin and Frank
Sla&hm&r*

In their early textbook they found that "within

^Charles A* dllwood* Sociology 'in its F&vaholonieal

Papeetea (hew-fork*
?

D« Appleton anduojspaay*.l¥X9If p * 5 P h

"
William I* Thomas.
9 "The Farsiatone© of Primary**Group
i o m a in Fro sent *»Omy Society and their Influence on Our
Education System,*1 Herbert Jennings,' at, al»* Surest.ions of
Modern Science O o n c e m t a M Education (Sew fork I Macmillan'
rompSyrBifi, ? r m T
—
*•—

the human horde© soon app*or- ©mall, mors closely related
groups of people*1 which 11form- the -primordial socialising
for cos#11

These were what “Cooley he© called the ordinary

aeoial jg£SSEfe&tt

were primary nin the sense that they are

fundamental- In determining the social nature and ,Ideals of
the individual.*1

Examples of the primary group were “the

family, the p l a y g r o u p of children* and. the neighborhood
group of adults*11^
The only other reference to this concept by an
Ankerlean sociologist -which could bo. found during this

early period was also in a textbook by Walter Beach*

He

observed that “another-important feature of group life* was
the distinction which “Cooley has made between primary and
no&^prlm&ry groups*n

Primary groups railed upon “simple and

direct means of communication*“ such as oral speech and
gesture| while “non^prlm&ry .groups are held together by the
*

newer development a of a o m m n %c at i on~ ~ the .pro & w § telephone*

9

telegrapht and cable*11

This 'general early neglect of Cooley*s concept of
the primary’'group**wbl eh la a fate not unknown together

John' Clllin.and Frank Blaokmar, Out lings of,,S.oo.tr
ology (flew Xorkt Macmillan Company* 1915lT™b*9^*
o
Walter O* Beach, M n Introduction of B.oeioloi
Social frobiem© (Boston! •Bought oh
pT^STT'

original Intellectual InnovationeiShaa bean oooaaented upon
by & number of writers#

Blobard t*

t

*aPiere* for instance,

stated that ^Cooley* s Insistsace j
apon the universality of the
primary group* m s

generally ^ignored by his felloe soci

ologists who continued to

4

r

m

categorical contrasts between

primitive ana m o d e m society and bet m e n urban and rural forms
U

of life**1 ■

Arnold Hose also felt- that .it u&s a ,f1pity that

these'-early speculations.of Cooley* so undogaatio .and Mail
balanced, .did not encourage the empirical research which he
hoped for and which they deserved#
In their textbook* Introduction1 to the Selenea of
Sociology* fark and Burgess In 1921 reviewed the concept of

the primary group and. introduced the complementary label
of *secondary” to describe those :-roups which Cooley had
iv
merely referred to as non-primary* ■ ^hey seemed to feel ■

Many writers have commented -upon the fact that
original Ideas' are usually slow to-be- accepted by society*
Kepler the •astronomer-* for instance# stated concerning hi a
clastic on planetary-'motions, tt2t muy wait a century for a
reader, at God'hat waited 6* 000. for'an observer**1

11
forts*

,'""VR1 chard 2* .h&Flare, A theory of Social. Control Clew ‘
KcOraw-Hill Book 0CKftpany#1 i ? M T , p/TSfl

^ A r n o l d it* Bote* Sociology'
.(lew Xorkt . Alfred A#
Kaaph, 195TJ-* p. 105.
. *
■^Boborti B* Bark and t a e a t . . ^ Burgess, Introduction
p the Bclencs o f .Sociology (Chicago* Bnivers1by''*of ^'ffhXcago.
W a t s , T^STTsT'99* ISlptTf* Although Park and Burgess are
usually given credit for first using t his•term (See 3&ndyr
op» cit* > p# 124} and Faria*
Primary Croupr Essence and
Accident,** American Journal of Boolplogy* Bitkl, July, 193-2*),
t

that thi#

distinction hafl airoiMty boon aad# $

Dooley* however* for they atabedi
OharXe & If*-- Dooley*: who wa# the S H s & .&B=
.ISi
.l^pri-ant .diaftoatlhn
pft^hry mi, scemf&fe,,
grsras.
.{<
i* iii»B»>i>i>KSwti«» 'irnlToSSK^
«
■.
t i i ^ l a l l w ®i pi*&8*0$*y groUpe* *##*#■ the family*
neighborhood and the village c o n s u l ty* are fundamental **
in forming tti^seeiai nature and 14&&X& of the individual*^
•

*

■

VT'

'^

m

* hl

During m e h w m f i # # * after the pri^ny^aaaondfupy
distinction by ?#$%. and ®ur$#e~* ovifenoas pt the aaa.oX this$oi*&&p& worn o a » W

bo #ind*

©argues* for instance* again

in- If85 observed thmti
^he a e w b o m * * * acquires a personality*. 4 cpmrbar**
century ago this acquisition. was shown by Dooley to
Happen in the first gimif s* ■the pplnaary groups*' into
which he la received* Be becomes a p#raa§-whcnf and
because* -other#, are dmcbional toward
*

Bllwond,^ too# u##d th# concept of %b# prisa&ry group
during, the 'twenties.*

In £&$ book' 1

§t s£ siasi

Society $mbS.is£®<3. la ■3.906* ho ««$!«&ngd tshgfe "Professor
vooicy haa &&<$e it plain that the ■■■work of' the sociologist
and social psychologist m o t
*primary group#-* ***

start with the

efface ..or

Secondary groups* oh th«" other hand*

understood through the study of face* t W f a c e '

M l w o d had already spoken of *$e#o*a3#ry f onaa* of group# in
Iflf* quoted above*.
d * # p* S4# /italics not in original/
JSrn«#fc tf* Burgc.es * f l m Drh&n ■Onmimu
f h i w r s i t y of 0hie&§o F#«ss* V f c l P n p *

.(O-hic-ago*

&"■
.

Tfefter :fnabittn Cooioy*#* definition Of the prl*

umry group in a .1989
that? Professor

.

the fact
werkm

it plain that- the- #o#3U

aterb'with ^O0*fco#fstc#* or *primary1 .groups*11^
.

fte eehtept of the -primry group was also cited by

&« X»* Bernard in 198&«. .He declared that ^Frofester deelay
has ahowi very aXaariy hew p T lm m tf'$POUp Contacte .produce
ps^jtary lieals ■or nbMtad##*11* fill# tesiespb u m

** very n##«

fui one te soel&i p#yetol#ay0: and- a-oali be defined ast#%f#e# '
W g m i « # b i o » t e f Iniivfinml

tte &&a&&

■of very elementary- oriprlaitive t&puX### or eats'of tapulsea*
mat lire or « < p t w d * &
V lfm m

h t a

IS

astute*11 *"*''

#» Weatherly also asserted that taaerly all

m m m tpM lom/iic© i4& those bhdle# for wbiela frofesaar
<.

taeley* has*. in an illuKd&aiirh* M um xm & m # proposed tee
si®*#'|rprimary ip^eupr***1 X&
tah&taeter1 &e d bf intimate*.

©ashsroupB the

contacte m ®

as aDelation and

f#r them-the ?wef eenee i# the natural & m * *

*T& "tee m & X f

1&Simrl«a A* Sllwo«i3, f M l i m ^ - Q S E M. to*** Sooiafcy
H e w fprkt .H* ippieboa m #
p* vl*
'

'^0h#rle# 4* HlWood*
is©y#l0p»nta in.. tael**
elegy* ** 'Sdwar4 D* lay## Cod#)..». fic-tent Develoements In the ■
tao-lai.talente#
and ®#a®pa**;jr* 1989)*

B

t m

grooms**

p t B

W

m

M

m

z *

if*

is

if
parttottlorljr a^XlOOble?" ■

In one ff* M s e a rly hootc-e* ■Somree Boole fo r SooSsl
fayetofogf^ Et&o&Xl f«mig «&*&& f%a$® uso o f ioeXej?*# -rwiftjpiee-''
eonoerniag -to©

0 rimery

groups

B f « i | of- tnfrro^sizioo to

Cooley* s statement#,* 'he: eonel«#e£ th a t v w y important ^
^foz* aoeioXegtoal purposes i& %km '. Oiat&nefci&n hoteoea $&l**
marf a^d

groups.*11■
. f r t m w y groupa p y « espaolaXXf

import ant fo r tho uodarstoo^tog of aoofaX hahavier I?.a i« a to©
o rig in a l form o f association

w & m

m

association o f

■

20

.pro£e**ene©»1#

I^loyd 'House* la Ola

o f aoolologtoal theory

publish## In If2 f^ show# the ei&s«i itiio ii th is concept oo$
being u$©$ by soololegts't# of M s clay*.
laaoaroh support# the cheaia* also* th a t soma of the
moat potent of the Inflmano## forsBtag p erso n ality and
t e s n atw e are ,o » ro ia o # to. the## groups to which the
reXofctono&iga of person to person are « # t in tim ate*
&ireefc an# ^poraoool*^ Conspieueu# mcMig *m$& group# are'
tiie £$mtX$v th# neighborhood# an# the play ^roup*
are
f i r s t .groups in s&leh. the in d iv id u a l gets
s o cial ©^ertssiee* os « i l as the eiso# to mmom w y
fiin h w en tal prooooaoa of personal .fe w lo p ^ h t fcs&a ptae#f
hene© 3Profoosoi? Cooley
e s lle # thoat the ^primary
■

% .m

f

m

t

% h m

$ m

®

0*tmpu..$n a tern w M o h &*.$ h s e & m S-SllBiSS£ S M ^ S S$.
It
- *•
■nifaaeo #* fatherly. Seetel froiirc## Cl%iXa$©iphiat
J\* &■* M p M a e o t t i’Mpaay*. X^2Si#Tp* oW*
HCI
' 'EinbaXX fonnti ,Source flooh for Soelal
(»®« * ® m t ■p. a* flvef& T S e l & y T T W f * i i T m *
.

.

A t

m a t h ® ] ? -

point

I ®

hie bookf House again de'daee#

that 11toe theory of life# relationship or fenMeu nature &n&
personal ity to toe priams*y group which is current today
among eoeioXo&lsto
t

States

% n - t ® &

orimii&to# fey Cooley**®^

w

m

f i p & t

definitely

&ltoougfe fee was correct in pointing

to tfe#. growing aceeptanee of Cooley1a.concept during these
yearat it **&& not ant 11 after hi# book was pubIttoad* during
tba 1930*8* that the tarn really a a w

taarioan sooiolagy*

into general aaago in

4 survey of soma of the lamping social

scientists.. of the period will ifeow toe degree to toiofe tola

was true*
&

their aompr efeOMiw. review of rural sociology

pufeXXtoa# in 1931# Sorokin* Si»a^sao,(
families

m h o

U w w o

Salptn found that

lived in, toe locality over a period

■of years**-know oaeh ©toar 11in the sense of toe primary group'
SevalopeS fey Oharlee Seeley*** . ffel# p r i » r y group

m m ' I n

its

oaconcc to superdctfelopment of family id amis in a larger
oowmitf#1

§* Hone©;

Itferkt
®m

Henry Salt an# Osmipiiey

)*rm *

%m

to the orlftea^
f $«,

4* Sorokin*. farl#
M w « » au-.> .pi# Qh&rlee
<J* 0&XpXfe.f A iyatamatio ■Boor cafeoak in
ioolfelggir (&&&*
neepoliai university o f ^ W ^ S I S i S ' '?a?eec# 4S^3$T# tt# p#

Ifcaory Boga *

i

his 1932- study of contemporary

n

sociology* observed that the primary group wm. ®a concept
given sslds currency

i n

sociology by Gbarl.es B« Cooley* "

in

it a child spent bis early' years* and from it h© got nhis
first ami often

m

m

t

e&dur&uf* sets- of reactions "of life**

It

was the primary group which s e w ^each individual his first
main •configuration of personality in which later experiences
, „2k
are shaped*1*
M&cslvsr and fags also made use of the concept of the
primary group*

In the following discussion they showed their

indebtedness to Cooley* a earlier statements by the use of a
footnote*
■the primary group is the nuolens of all social organ*
isatlcm* fhe simplest*. .the first* the most universal of
all forma of association is that in which & small number
'of persons meet
for companionship* .mutual
-aid* the. discussion of some question feat concerns them
all*, or the discovery and execution of some e o m o n policy*
In other■instances* MaoXver sometimes referred tottfaoe*to*fao6 groups*1 as

m

separate category*

$hess were.

defined as those primary groups which* *te the form of the
family* initiate us into the accrete of society# *■ end as-

golea«

■^Batory &* io§ardus, Contemporary Sociology t&ea An*
.University of BouCheris ^ailfSraia ?'risTT^lvJi} * p* 136.

^^lobort- H a o f w r and 0harlee fags# &pfol-Styt- .An
dgotory Analysis ($ew for Is? Iltmfe&rt and Oomptoy* lt$l?)*^p5T
2SS5SE9*
•

'

eoarade# •and playmate# giv# ^creative expresai o n to- our social
4N L #
t m p u l a & B # *

' '*

Xn.

a footnote H a o X v w clarified tee r elation**

■ship b a t m a n the J*aca^te**£aae ami primary group*--

The expression,

efface groups is taken■from

Cooley# * * # Sine# «e are-here-dealing With organised

groups, w« are. using the.tern In.a more restricted’sense
than Cooley did,- he do net* for example# include t he
neighborhood # .which' b elonge to 'our category of ao^mmity;
its 4-0 tocludej&fcie f&$y group which. 1@ i elaple form of

a#socialton,
In hie hook Ttte IriaIda and H#tte#s- of Sooiolci^y,

h*

L*

Bernard noted that #*0h#rles ilortcm Cooley brought the import
t&nee of *primary grpmp#f to the fora as a v i t a l 'phase-.of
social psychology*n -hy *shewing ho** a person develop# in
largo, part out of the ideals.* idea* and reactions, of hie
aeseeiaies* ***^

■^■■■•■;

William 1, T h o » e Invited the reader to compare

Cooley* $ earlier description of the primary group with hi#
dlseussloh in the following paragraph#
From the'foregoing it appears that >the face* to*-face
group is a powerful hahlt-formiag mechanism# fh# group
hae to provide a ay atom of hehavior for ,witf pereona' atoaee, a' cod# which applies to e veryone and. last# longer
than -any individual or cenoratien# Xu small and isolated
®mmmrn$Lt%m- there !#■little t endeney to chan#® or progress

Bobert Maclvar, Society,- It s Struetur#‘-.and
lteW:.fo^f

EiohardVE. dfttfSTYS**

27Ibid.
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b m m m th® nmm

ot

flood- far' tea ®®km of Mim m m M t f

toiitrlteml tm tteyl*
of %%m

ot tht* mmmpt*.

Strife## spotefig Cooley* •
XlnMU.

tsoted i& a t§35 publication teat ffi& «#© €* E*

Cooley ten firat gave **o & .elear piotef# of tea iisportaito#
t&mmrj

amality>#

eoelety -mti %u Mia f s M t i - m of pas**

3t$tmg alao ob##rta4 timt *■!$i# f ^ o l c y a f c a t e * -

m o t #o»ce.rni«g tea imterc of tea arlsaary groop tea tjacoawa
.30

eia-eele lit

eoelelogy*"

Buring tte lllrllfii fasti igtitsdia also $**« avldea## of
feeing issflmsiseed by thm prfemry i^mm

la et&ted ttefe

nw® cml1 tee ItelMte* fmaa^to^feoc group# "in f&lfeh man
Aiioolfttd

SES|BS*f$ ^0r teey osaae first its fe;«« ©b*

pwiatme *a« tti# teiia

up 1st family* play gro&p M i

^aiilsborl^ot*1* Bmm &ymp&tey# » t o | aid* U W |

a&d ktafe^ao

grow. «&d *wit&9ttt teea* 0 0 lafnat 001110 mrvl****
Btea ©hi 10 lattma

lore* aleo*

m i tili^ iu&$mm&a m.4 tea otter ##**

de&fel&l rtetoaiite of ftttMa outer# teite f e w te# feae-m for
saol&X o m % m l to w a r y teisan society*1^
■ *ix«nflrM .m nm r,.«™ JnnWrWr:,r,,T,
.

Mtel#*

MilM» :
I* ftesa.#* jit# tloalimgM
c#88p*i*y$ lfSf|:
» pp*

(Mm%m 11

30

KissfeaU tonus* M p m SMiL SM'iB&MUM. m ®m %****
.jiMrioim, look ##ap-wft Ifjfl-^ pp* 3^%#
If*
Mppltetet p o w p m t *

[#1 fit&SlSl t*fe» ISwrte* ■' I# &«

6%

S* f o.Elller cited

of the primary,

group la relation to the fallowing paragraph*
It ia In a p rlmry group that the child attains Its
fircfc awareneca of other persons %m€ ©ub©#«$»cnaiy acquires
m M -eoaaeiottcnces* Her# the sense of ■belonging and
having: •a -<place end a a#!#* which Is ■•the esoenoo of per*
somlity, is first derived5 and her®* also* the child
leeime to talk and- ae$ulr# it® habits of obedience and
•self-*&as©r fc1oa* or their opposition* as well as its moral
judgments* St Is the .tartly* the play group» the n & i$h*
borhood* sod other close relation©* that the standards
and tradition# of the larger society* as well ■■« those'

typical of primary groups are impressed most effectively*
If during the thirties the concept of the primary
group became generally see opted l& American sociology* after
1940 it was to b m m m
cclcace itself*

on# of the v cry faun flatlorn® of t ho

fho f o H e w i n g paragraphs will be devoted to

a sampling of eon© of the sociologists who- have employed this
concept.in the last twenty-years*
Robert Aagell obaarimd in a Ififl publication that
”<3ccloy has pointed out that those larger systems of idealism
lilt# Ohrlstlaiiltf and d«moar«a.y*,fl which are-most human and-

therefore of ■most enduring value*'%&tra always bean based
Upon cKpericnca to primary groups life# the family*
rqiM
W
i^ r)

II* t*. SI tier* frtteibles of $ m i® l®Rw ISow larks
Harper and Brothers*. 19-33T7p*51*
.~t is-fait that a'acre tec-lmelvc our©*? would take
Soma thirty to- forty page# ana' would only serve to further IX Xttsbrat# the fact'that Caclsy* ® concept'of the p r i m a r y group
•has .been widely accepted in American aontology*

34
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J

Bob art 'Cooley Angela.* i%e Integration■of American.
{Bew Yorks Mo&raw^lili Sook. Company*'19411* p T ms Y^

tu ilii diecusetptt of social Institutions* Harry Staer
Bara© a also showed evidence of being influenced by this co»*
©apt*

Before quoting Cooley* a Ceflaitlon, Ho statedj

One of the- most impertauttfc asp-eots of the arislf&is of
group life fit»<3f #csl*l er^tuM nation fa the reooipdt-ion o f
eept'&ia basic toil elemental aesoei&tf on© which we have
com© to toow ua ^primary g r o u p s a . tarn, m d e
by the late Charles S* ScmM©?**#

liowex.l Carr,, who had been

m e

immortal

of Cooley* a graduate ■

students at the IJMversXty of KieMgam# also m&d# use of the
-esgeept during t M s period,*;

He cited Cooley1■*§ S-col-ftl

tsatlph with reference to the following discussion*.
Primary group#, small, intimate, feee^tefface, lasting,
m o - r s u M i e d forms of ass eolation aueti as pair -groups,
families*- spontaneous play groups* mad the ole fashioned
rural hM-ghborhcod-t hare constituted the matrix of human
lining for most members of the human race during most of
their p m %-0 It was for this reason that Oooley regarded
them as the primary sourcea of those peon Xi-arif human
qualities of insight, kindness, and sense of idemtifl**
cation with one1a fallows#^0
M © c u s s i n g the family* Surges© end l^eiehLae quoted
Ooolay* s definition of t h e .primary group.*

I n 'their intro* .

duetto** to this quotation*, they observed that Cooley m s

wone

ff the first aootelogiats to- stress the relationship between
family life and the i w e l o f m e o t of personality** for It was
•^8twaW6^WiiStWaart*k'e*8W|*P'WWai*i|*iwwwiaijiiittWifM6a-

' ^ I m Nht n a w Santas* Social lae.tltutioas:
fwaa^lca-Hall, ln«an>e»a*»«f ^ g r r s 7 l T >
!
'

■ Cowell $* Carr*
Harper and Brothers-, 19l|B)

(Saw SaNit

.

tealyale Clew t w k t

he who had pointed out that

child naturally arid inevi*

tably tehee over the waye of behavior- of groups- lthe the
■*Jf
‘f-waily* the play group*.and the neighborhood*"
In a 1950 publication# theodor© M* W m @ m &

pointed, ©at

that Cooley -had written years before that "men. arc dependent
.on- others far the development of thoee'^ualltlee which we re-,
.gard as-■distinctly human*11

those people who h a d the most

to do with developing human •nature were ^members of what
Cooley called primary group# * each at the family and the
*58
e-hlId!a play ■group# *
'globall Xoong again observed during this period that
it w&a ‘Charles H* Cooley who- first clearly delineated the
nature ani importance of the primary group*®

-fheee groups

wore "characterised by latlmt-s fa©©** tefface contacte*
direct interaction.** covered "a wide.range of .needs mnti
30
:
gr at ifX ©a t i on.s *** and had a c ommon locus *
Xsr his study of the history -of the primary group*
Edward Shi Is acknowledged Cooley -m the "anther of the term11
miS the "first to direct atteatAsa to -the- phenomeMiw*1

1?
■ Irneat w* Burgess and Bervey d* h m l m * fba
{low Torfe*- Amrl-oen Boole C o ^ a n y * .191*5*1 0* &13V
38
■ '
^ Theodore fswoomb* Social favchcslo^sr Clew 'Xbrk*
feyden frees* 1930}.* »+ I#.
39
chol
EimhalX Xoucg* IIati<|hook of Soots
( Condom
&©ubledge and ■ICeigaS*rknXTJtd*#’
» PP*
'

Sbtls

then state# \Me oim definition of tlm & ® m ® p t uhXck 0 3 he
fee# h m m .derived from the earlier statement a by

ioolsff

Bf primary gpbup m© m
& .group characterise# by a
high degree bt aoliclarity* informality la the code of
rules- tthl&h regulate the'behavior of i-tai,members* and
autonomy In the oreafioa of these rules* ''
In a later article In the British #©mriml of 8oM«*
olpjgy, Shtls again declare# that it was Ohtu&e* II* Cooley

trhe had first oXaeaiflod ^neighborhoods, femlXiee* and play
group0 of children*1 m

primary*

OooXey had felt tlmt the

^larger society could take its ethos from the ro&Xee of life
of the d:»ll Intensely bound g r o u p s ;and had used the .term

^pMmary* because wbe be lieted that their *primary* nature
lay In. the fact that in auob groups the higher .ideals would
govern, contact la the larger- society they formed*
*

JPerk used Bool ay* s eoneept in M s description o f the
^changes in habits an# character ©f the w$£*fc population5*
since the turn of the c eatery *

Is conclude# bbafct

the general nature of
changes la indicate# by ■
the fast that the 'growth of cities has been aeeimpMiiei
.

by the mitaiibtiMett of Indirect ^secondary.*1* for direct*.

^®Ebwm*$ k* ^hlXe, **tbe. dt.udy of the Primary Q&tmptn

Beni el Berner ant! Harold feesswell*- fhe f.olioir Sciences s go***
heat BeyeXopment.a in .^qog^ SBfi.'ElSteS litehforh « M varsity'

l^reseTwW?1T7'F^}l5^ ‘

—

.

^EfiHartS A» % i l s , "griiaordlal,. FeysoimX*, Sacred, .
ah# Civil lies.*11■ffirlfflab tourh&l -jg£. Sc^ifrlaisy* 6 & X 3 £ M 0 r ,.

£une, %9$7p

'

fao«*to*#aee* wprimary*1 relatione in t he associations of
individuals In'tit©
lobart Faria fait# that ^tfee concept of the primary

group*51 while perfeep# not m

isspofctant as # o « of Cooley**

contributions, tt«my be tfe# one. for ufelct* fee will fee the
longest remembered.***

In hie book afeont human nature* fee

then- quoted Cooley*e ■■definition of the concept and applied It
‘
43
to fei«>own ideas concerning the «ay pertonality devfeloped*
lit a later publication fee- also showed evidence of being
influenced fey Cooley1® primary group concept#

fie stated*

ffee .groups in which mob Interact vary according to
the degree of intimacy of personal contacts m 3 there**
fore in tfee influence everted fey the group on t fee pereon#
ffee groups tilth the greater degrees of intImmey end ln<*
flueaee are commonly celled primary groups*** a concept
Introduced fey Ceoley^W*
Xiv feia textbook, in social psychology, Emory Bo.gardum
attempted to apply the concept of the primary group to the

problems of Informal education*

Be' declared that- 11the lm*

port.and a of the primary group for teaching and learning feat'
been well, eetefellened*1*

Ito el^nlficance Mae .found partly in

the. fact that in these groups lfoommunleatlon functions moat

R o b e r t Ear* fart* Human Communitioo {'ffiLeneo#* XX*
Uaolfti Free ?reas.r ;ifSt>,
forki

^Eofeort IB &« Faria, f fee■lat.u.r# of. Htean Ilatnre {'Hew
Boote iompauf, 'l^IPfr'Vfet' 3®f* ’

'^iofeort H* ■B* Faria, -l.ofeial ffcffeholot/gy {How Iferfet ■
Etmeld Brea®, 19SEi, p* ‘£50*
• '(
"
'

freely and easily*** -In t hem* also* there was a ndeep commu
nity of experience* and the ^slightest gesture has a- meaning*11^
Scott Creer* In his bool: Social Oafogaaieat1 on* a Isa
concluded that the **groups

control of individual behavior

will b# strongest la f&co-ta-f&oe Interaction*11

drear also

^aoted Cooley* a original definition of the primary group and
mentioned the *friendship group*- the p lay group* and the
family** as the most widespread exaitples of this type of'
association*^
fhis concept} was also acknowledged by Earl ■Ifemnhelm. an
being nthe locus of our earliest experience of seel&X unity
and identification***

He -atee stated that waccording to Oeeley, ■

*v v

love* freedom* and justice are primary ideals11 which form
the Ideolegio&l b&als'for * Christianity* democracy and
socialism.*

faloott farsons acknowledged the influence of the
primary group upon his concept of the ^primary’1 level of
social organisation*

,

Indeed9 I would like to suggest that Cooley1a.famous
definition of the primary group m
a group involving
lid

’
$*. ‘Bogardus* Fundamen^a^a of Social F ayeholngv

{1 ew lorkl.

^Soott- 4* -lireer* Social .0kjmhisat.ion flew Ibrkt
Doubleday and S o ^ a n y *

3 5 T “~

"*

^ K a r l Mannheim* Syatematio SoeloiQjgy CSew ."forks
Philo&ophlo&l Xdbr&ry* i^sSl^gTTJS'.* ."

■■ * •

face-to-face interaction also defines the n®rim&x*jn .l«yil
of social arganlaation* .the crucial part is the involve
ment of Individuals with om another in cooperative
‘Activities Which involve physical presence# at least
part of the ttoe> and direct a.oep§rm%ion i n .physical
mauaipulation of the «vlrom5aomt*^
In thin section*, atateaefits from' saleotaS t e l l to

which sociologists have mad# use of #wla,f*$ primary group
concept #. without attemptlog to make theoretical Improvements
/upon it or to use it In r#c#areh* have been quoted in a more
or lees chronological faahion*
fairly cany to'follow*

the trend of influetic# ia

from ■!#©$ .until 19.fl* when Park and

Burgess added the complemontry label of ^secondary group*11
there was littlo acceptance'of the befis to American sociology*
After this date* however* the influence of this concept
gradually increased until eg early as M f f mud 193$ ouch
writers as Hans# and B&gartft&s were already .speaking of the
primary group as a ^standard element'* in American soeioigy#
After 1930* only a &mtpling of the social scientists who
have meed this concept .la their wcr&a wee nepaseary to-ahow
it a general acceptance and nee' in the field#
Eelterativ# restatements of Cooley* n e-cmoept of th#
primary group# such m- the ones quoted in this section* will
regain in the background in the paragraph# which follow*

It

.

^%&Xeett fare on 0 * ^froblemp of ■Sociological theory
and Me thod©l ogy f* lahort feri on he ort®s?d B.ro#^*'..Deonar#
Ooftiresl# Jr*, Soo.ioloCT. foday (Hew Xorki Basie'Books.* Inc*#
**$9)> P« IB*

"

"

" ’ ■':/.

■

'.

should be remembered * however» that the bulk of social
aelenfclste# not being .specsiallate .in t he area of the primary,
group# have merely ioeorporatcu this concept into their
writInga without attempting to develop it in either of these
two way®*

$hus some crude measure of the Influence which

the primary group has had. upon American*aetiology can be,
gauged from this section#

&ueb writings ,aa these provide the

solid matrix from which spring the ioho vat Iona ■which occupy so much of the energy of the present day*

Unlike the tree

analogy# however* the-reiterative-reetateiaente of Cooley*a
concept run aide-by-aide' with b he. branching innovations* for
in t h e science of sociology, now students moat constantly'be
trained#

Consequently# ,onc important area of reiterative

reetatemente* those to. introtoctry socialogy textbooks, will
he returned to in Chapter VX#<
xi*

■
m h t m m

m & m j m m m m

'

fhe concept of the primary group la- to .essence* like
a w r y concept* a system of g 1 -a& © 1fl cation *

It la useful to. '

too social scientist in that It allows- him to state- certain
■general! aablons about a number of. groups which have similar,
effects upon the Individual *a developing peraanaliby#

'fhle

being true, It la-r a t h e r •natural.'that much of the theoretical
criticism and elaboration should center around.the crucial

-

properties which classify these groups*

‘Because these ab*»-

t e m p t s ,to- i m p r o m theore t i c a l l y this concept?.have

b m n .

inter*

mlafcent and r e l a t i v e l y f e w in number, t h e y Mill be d ealt w i t h

in some-detail*
The question

m

to exactly what properties Cooley

meant should critically define the .concept of the primary
group M m
soma time*

f i rst.raised by two -separate writers at about the
Edward Eubank, la hie investigation of the

important concepts la the field of sociology, stated the
* initial problem la the following maimer?
In this connesfelon it.should he noted' that in
various dissuasions of the primary group it is sometIsas
difficult to- determine shother the writers are making
the essence of '
ftprtmari.nesaw to consist of a, <jualifeati'te
element« such as a. high degree of affection or esteem,
or quantitatively, of oleaenaes of relation**' thus
Cooley # * * seems to introduce ah element of each*
It
is characterised mot only by ^intimate* faee^to^fae#
association,1* but also by. a cooperation involving a sort
■of sympathy* Again it is identified with distinctly
Idealistic .aspects! for frii will be found that t hose
systems of larger Idealism which are moat human and of
moat? enduring value {s*.g* democracy and Christianity)
ar@ baaed upon the ideals of the primary group
in &93£* .Ellsworth Faria also observed that Cooley* s
eoneeptlon of the primary group **raised certain difficulties*
for the sociologist*
kf

{Wmi iorln

Firstt there was t h e fact that hs

Earle Edward iSubank* The Concepts of Sociology

$* 0* fiemtt and- Uai^amy* 1931TJ p* U p *

Ellsworth Farie* aThe Primary GroupI • Essence and
Accident *18 American ^ourmmi, of ftopicisfly* 38$Jil*$0» ^uljr, -1933*

n
nowhere provided a n y ■terminology for these groups whieh were

not primary*

'But

e'oafusing- were the various prop**

erfctos which Cooley f elt should distinguish bhi# eo&ocpfc*

-In

a manner simiXi&r to S^baa&* Far is distinguished these a$ *bhe
faee*-to*faee relation# the temporal priority to 'experience*
and fee feeling of the whole as expressed by {veF',W;
To help determine which of those -three sets of

propartlas should eritie&XXy define the concept* Faria felt
it necessary to distinguish between its essential and accto
deutial character!sties#

An. **accident** m m defined m

those

properties which were not absolutely essential to the o a t a - goiy involved* such as the properties of aquare* brown*. and
oaken ware not essential' to a table being a table#

'the

"esaencs” of a concept* on the other hand# eons,la ted of
those properties which set -if- off from' all other elassea of

$2
objects#
Paris than asked how essential to the definition of
j
»
■
the primary group wee'"wthe physical property of faee^to^f&oe■
relations#11

He mad# note of the feet that there were

boms

faee~bcHfae« groups which ware pot ^primary#
t

An American criminal court with Judge* .jury# defendant*
and counselt- are *In a f aec-bo-'faee nearness with bene of
the essential properties of -the primary group as -set- forth in t h e quotation and the other pas cages in which
Cooley use# the concept# 'For .the court is .externally
controlled and governed by rules made by absent and

51xbid,, p, ^a.

S2i M S *

ancient (authorities* *%§ actions &f# .essentially Instl**
tutlonai i n character#***
la the same

a ie^Ssfabitre body* o w n when

# * 1 1 Ilk# m board of directors* might nob be a primary group*
or m m n groups of two* .if they h**pp*med to b e an ft» w b w »
bond salesman la your office** or a ”delinquent etttdeafc sum**
■motiv’
d into the office of the 4&m,*m

Faria thus contended that

ttlt may be assumed that nob all f&ao*-fco~fae© groups are in
?.
®

m

®

n

m

. .

a '] ,

p - t t m m w f

He m m

uX m

of" the opinion that there i«r® .primary

group# which did not bare the face-to*face properties#

Sss>

amp las of the®# might be a *kinship group widely a cat ter ad
In space* eosman ie&ting m t ? by lot tor*11 a woman student
nwU® fell.in lore with. & momun author***' or hisbqrie friend**
■

.

i

.

g

g

ship# among intellectual#. such a# fb&areon and Oarlylo*
Faria concluded that ^attitudes and feelings., are the
B % m n & ® n of the primary group and that v*apace and position

are but accidents**

thta meant that no certain type .of

group such as the family or school group

m

m

necessarily

primary and that one nmnat look to' tihbj active criteria**
instead of depending **:wtoXiy on mere observation, externally
attempted*1 in the- study of such groups*

la also felt that

t h i s .conclusion was entirely eo&aiatam* with the earifer

n
definittoft of.t he. concept fey C o o l e y
Mat

fte" latter*® state*

that primary groups Merc characterised by "the sort of

mutual Identification and sympathy for which *,wof is a
.natural expression11 suggested *that he did not mean to m$te*
the f&e&*t&*f&G0 relation the essence m &

sin.ga# *jg®, of

bho 'primary g r o u p * F a r i a further staters
fimb Cool ay bo held ^ M f c .attitudes and feelings are
the essence of the prii!*ery #rouj)/ ie clear in .his state**
mtenb that democracy and .^brlstianity- are the outgrowth of
the primary group and are it a ultimata expression and
flover*
It is clear from his discussion that he did not
mean the institution*.* for the Ghureti la not Christianity*
nor is democracy the e w e as the state* -But* if con*
©eived idealist.' Christianity is expressed in love* sym
pathy, mnd loyalty by those *ho consider them*elves mem*
hers of an encompassing v&ole of which they are part and
in ehloh "vs11 is the golden word*-*?

PI trim a* .Sorokin* la the li-%0 *s* relieved Cooley* a
*

*

concept of the primary group in hi a bo ok iooiat|;* Culture
and ferearkality*

&% the outset of M s

diecueston he con*

eluded that Cooley*g concept Mas not "mareIf -a' *face-to-face
interacting group1 but something much -more complex* **

It van

rather a social relationship involving intimacy and eym*
pathetic understanding similar
58
the *famtllsfciott ■group*.,

to hia ovn class1f Ie<at1on of

■He felt that ah alarming trend Mas that of ^meefe&nieg&ly

Xhid*, p* 48

XMd

gtf?,

^Pftrln. A* Sorokin* Society* Culture and
CloM forks__ lampor.a n d .Brothera* If 17)* p*'S S h * •

?6
Upplytug Coolsy* ® tix&tiimtlm

clireet *£a$e*to*fa&0*

tn4imn% i&toraebloft* w&teb t&e latter
ofc&er purposes*

i&dlooted for

1# ealito iueli el&8®Xfleafclo&a ^pmthoI.€>gienl^

HtM$ felt tli&t fchi* £mm% raft w"ssueti Ira# important tfemn the
*$&&!&$ of h % & n m m ^ a t a m u © in a plant***^
Ha fttte<3
and

fm m g *

cXmmmtttmmtXmn of p ^ i m m f

group#.#. iifelefe &$ f elt rag tfjrpiral

^mont
40
#tsH©F textbook© Xu weiotogf** to prove Met p M u t * '
la ts&c*
m m < m $ n x y

oafcegory of primary*

p t m m I imais, i^oupt m

® £

the faMXy#

ael^hb(MPho0<2# village eojftRW-oity* eougetiialiXy grompa* play
«m»$ 0 ro*#ia*• Sot© Mi# a«?ccanary
put poXiftXe&X* raoao&i®*

troupe# wtmimxl

b*

ergaMteei reorratieMl

m £ pufclira*

to<l th^n

out

fits® or in hmtmmmm t&gra ol&sara are m n $ t m m $ rura* eool#%y,f
&u<3 ®®mmmitf*n

s&p&kim

mt firatloit mm#

'm n m $ m i n $ Z&m-$*a elra*

Xmplleatiou mil other# wke io a eimil ar.'

used tfaltt pbyalral ou&r&otoristio to alfffreuMete ferntraeo -aho two typra of group#*
Xu all fc&air ftgggzitXaX prop&rtltg thrae groups are

m M t f m m n t m tfcay earn be* am# vio# rarra#' raraftfclaXXy
t i M i a r group# like %!&.$*■. groups1* &&&
M.yyStW’IIHMMlW
WlM

W il« M

■

Xeung*!* fepgattsofit •of tbi* t-opie rao % & & m - grnm M m
textbookt to
Ci*aw fwSti tewioats
Boofe £ompjg&y

recreational group®11 are divorced from one soother andf
put into different classes* $ha wh ole classification it
as artificial as a •classif!eat ion ^rsm has a nose and ,
dog ha# a nose** therefore they belong to the ten# cln m
of organisms*^*
■■,,..■■
After reviewing ■Cooley1a discussion of the primary
group* Elngolay .Davis* in hit hook H u m m fooisty* ;noted that
l?cloae scrutiny -of Cooley*t statements concerning this c©»~
6B
eept seem# to reveal tome ambiguity*n '
In a mariner similarto that of t e i s and Eubank*.' Davie pointed out that vh*r«&*
Cooley often used the phrase "face-fco~face association” , ho
actually placed ^emphasis upon particular qualities, of the
relationship such as sympathy and mutual ident %t ieat 1 on *”
*?bl# Davis felt had led to some confusion sinee it was gen**
orally agreed 11that ail' groups tend to some degree to posses#
consensus*1 and wto engender & *we* f a d i n g in their members
Davis therefore argued-that if sueh qualities a# sym
pathy and mutual IdealIficat*lea. were used as the basis of. the
classification* ”11 does.not constitute a ■mean# for separating
concrete groups into two typo# Called primary and secondary*11
He used a number of examples similar

t c those of Ihari# to

show, that these subjective qualities war# not limited to

Borokla,
"Eingsley-Davie,
Company# 19iD?X# p*-290*
63
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1
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M m m i 11 an

faee^to^tee# groups* , t%e r e .were ^friendly end intimate .re**
X&t ion ships/1 he thought*. wfeioh involve tedireot eon.tact®
«tt«h a.c the- ^'friendships of two dlafcaitt scholars1* or the
nlove affaire of soldiers and girls initiated through eor**
rospondertc© *11

fhe military salute a ad the act of presM**

tutton* db the other hand* were formal and impersonal ants
&k
earrted on in a fa-ce^to^f&ee situation*
‘
0atla felt that Cooley had not lfsufficiently-analyssad*1'
this concept to see both its r*b.ro&4er Implications and its
narrower limit at ion#1*
E* should have realised that there are not one hut
three essential condition a which* w h e n present tend to'
give rise to the primary group *
first of these is
oloa-e 31faee~bo**faeen physical proximity of the group
members| the .aaoo&d is. omaXineap of -the group*. end the
third* durability o f the band, **
”" ,
inch of these three eenditions^eXesenesa.* smallnessf
and eohtinuation^*nwere equally essential as well as mutually
related*41

Close physical proximity sueh as *regres«i#g*

hissing, and sexual Intercourse? -eating and dwelling' together?
*.
■if'i
playing* traveling:* studying together--*all tend to be regarded'
as external symbol® -of el&ee solidarity*11

In a XI to manner

the duration of the relationship was important because
^■intimaoy is largely a matter of the frequency and intensity
of association*11 'fit# longer a group wee'together# t h e deeper
its ties could heeome for *Meep ties develop slowly*1'
1 Alee
i iteiii^ p i»iiMw»tiiw«<i»»ii.i^ i'Wiiiii>ii>n<i»|w^* i*«iy-|i|

6i|2 S M *

&5S M * s

P* 292.

the nm m J k l n m ^ of -the group1* m n

ah important factor since

ifc». affoots# the freshen© y uiai intensity of interaction
« u g

the members*,

66

Darla* oon©lasIona concerning the crucial properties
which should define this eonoopt were hot 00 different from
those of Faria ana? $orofet&# . So realised that the physical
oondltiofur ^merely eenatitete the oxter tieX setting £**.*& lt&

a certain kind of aool&X milieu is extremely Itkeif to arise*1*
It did not follow# feowatror* that nthis milieu will inevitably
arise-under these conditions*^ o r 11that it may n o t a r i s e
under other cauditions*1* "this meant that*
the essential thing is not ®o much the physical con*
Sltlom' m the traluae, the regard for ©eel*. others that
draw t h « e ■persona together# * * * It la neoaes&ry to
keep the temporal an# spatial conditions of primary
association analytically separate from: its o o &I a I
mature* k*
■Some fears after this study by Davis* hcrnelX 0arr
reviewed the- concept of the primary group an# the further

68

theoretical elaborations' since Cooley*' '

hike ,^ari«#

Sorokin# an# ©avis* he also felt that **'the degree of in-*
tte&cy i n any form of ^m m m iat I m ,*

more import ant than

the physical properties aaaoolated -with it«

But in a man**

&©# eomoMhat opposed to Haris* he felt that #tost#«4 of
66
2S&&*
6§

67
M * >

P* 292.

Cowell FeXXXard Oarr.# tealstloal Soaielpot. {flew

Iforki

Harper an# Brothers* 19>5T7’wp|T j © ^ S r

'r^
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emphasising. a. dichotomy between primary an# aon~prl»&ry m *
soeiation** modern researchers should focus more 41attention on
m. assoolatloBcl continuum*11 At one end of this continuum
would be. f*the most complete, spontaneous, and unstructured,

t#e*» the most primary.# type of association,”

Example a of

this would be the close mo ther* iof ant relationship in the
home or tha small pro*eoh©ol play group In the neighborhood*
4s opposed to this* on the other an# of the continuum would
be the least complete* the moat unapontaoeous and structured

groups each as the .largo, b-ummmm eon&era or one of -the
varioua publics which me**# up modern society*

Most groups,

however, would fall .inbeCwoon these two extremes an# could .
be spoken of as more or less p r i m a r y # ^

■One .of the most recant attempts to improve the
theoretical aspect of the concept of the primary group has
been that by Alan Sates and Sichoiae Babchuk in. X 9 6 X » ^
these two sociologists also expressed concern over the fact
that Cooley1e concept #from its very inception*4 had -“proven
to be a source

a t

confusion#*1 they, felt that its ■short-*

comings were particularly of parent 11when one attempts to urn

the concept in research*11 hut that i% had not been abandoned.

by so cial s c ie n tis ts because it. was

n n

<

$

k

% m

connotation1*

/

69Xbld.. p* 3|4» '
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Alan-f* .iatea and Hichelae Babchuk, ,:ltfhe frimarf

A leappreieal,® fbjO SootcXo^lcal .gntotariif*.'2sl8l#»91,«

*lul$r, 1961#

8JL
.«a4 Stt*maiirl$©d **basic aspects of human experience more
adequately than most fprmulat i one *11^^
In a manner similar . to that of F&ris, these authors,
distinguished throe sots

of properties

to designate the primary

group*

which GooXoy

These More labeled as

had' used,
the

neoelal^payc'hoX0 £le«tXt,f the ”sociological*” and the l?t amp oral”
dissensions of the. :eoncspt*

l*he fir at of these * the social*-'

psychological dimension., was composed of ^member orient at loos
toward other members” and the **emotional quality” of such
orientations*
Defined thus*, the prtamry group is one In which. mem*
bars are predisposed to enter into
a wide.range of
activities (within the limits imposed by such factors as
member Interest#, sex* age * financial resources* etc,)
and their predisposition to do so is associated with a
strong $ 2»edomt nance of positive affect**?
In their discussion of the sociological dimension#

?xXt>i<3,, p. 190*
^%*or Bates and.8ahehuh the n0oclal~payehologlo&l
dimension*1 included these properties .which Cooley* Faria*
Davis* .and others bad designated by sash words as intimacy,
sympathy*
an© psychological properties.* Their usage of
the ^aooiologieal dimension” Is identical with what these
earlier writers, 'after Oooley* had spetcen of as physical pro*
perties* It is-felt that wi t h 'refarenas to this latter category .the earlier, usage may have been superior*'since the
Bates and B&bohufe terminology seems to intimate that the soci**
ologist is. limited to the "study of the physical properties*
such m the smallness of ihr group, frequency of interaction,
and--so forth*
7%

Bates and Babchuk, 00* oit,*, p* 18?*

Bates-and Babchuk. found four physical properties which were
conducive to a favorable social milieu for' primary group
development *

*fksse ware- the frequency of interaction# dura**

tier of .interaction# emllnees* and homogeneity*

fhey felt

that at you ‘"add to the smallness in. &lz&9 greater duration
and frequency of interaction*. and homogeneity of imeisbera**1
it became ^Increasingly probable that-the i rid1 spans able
aoctal^payofeelogioal dimension** -would .emerge#*^
fhe temporal dimension was alluded to by Cooley when
he spoke of these groups'being primary in ^forming the social
nature and ideals of the individual#ft ©ate8' and Babchuk
felt that ff*#hafc Cooley is doing here is 4*scribing an import
treat end product of the extension of primary group casperl*
?S
«noe#n'
^his* than# should not be e&natrued as part of the
definition since l!W n y . primary groups develop among adults 'Who
are fully & a c i d i s e d .and whose 1social nature and ideals*'
are already fully formed.*n

Historically the confusion caused

by including these temporal properties a s .part of the
definition has led to overemphasising H h e primary group as
a aocialleer of children#*1

Sot only is .this

P* !$&*■ Beobb 0recr listed four elements***
slue* time# -ecology# and homogeneity*»wb1ch he felt were con*
duelve to the formation of primary groups* Eta discussion
closely parallels the o n © ,quoted above* See# Scott Oreer*
Op. M S * # P* 87*
VC#
Bates and Babchuk* op* cit** p.* IS?#

misleading, but the lack of voluntariness$ inability of the
child tto participate in the activities of the adults, and a
number of .other factor® rales latere sting '<tuashime as to
how much of a primary group the average home really is* (

,

Whatever the answer to these problems* the authors concluded
that *no single kind of group' is necessarily primary, and
the -word *primary1 does .not cniy denote groups that com®
very early in experience for the individual*u {

Like Carr, in the ahove study.,- Bates end Babchuk e&vr
the relationship o f - the primary and secondary group as that
of a continuum*

ftoy stated In this- regard-§

frim&ry groups may differ In the extent to ufotefc
they have the properties of prlsaarlneas* This has been
implicit throughout our discussion* fbus if Indexes or
scales arc ■construe ted to measure the dimensions of the
group,-it will be fbunl that groups will vary with re-

spoot to- .any of the properties considered either Inde
pendent ly or collectively* Gone caper tly, 'scene groups
will bo mom primary than ether a* ■
The C'onoluaiona of Bates and Babchuk were essentially ■
the same as those of the earlier studies which have boon
reviewed above*

They felt that the i
:
5S'Ocial^payeh0loglcal

■dimension la critical and defines the concept* and that ntmcb.
of the confusion' disappears §ttan on# sess the sociological

components, as merely facilitating the critical social*
psychological dimension*1*' ' fapecially for research, these

authors concluded, the concept would have 11greater vitality*1
If it were *reserved for' a type of group having .members with
nBO

aoelaX^peyehelogleaX attributes#

In this seat ion. a nuasbar of tfceerefcle&X or i M clems and'
at terete to further' elaborate and Improve Ooeley* # eaaoept
•of the .'primary 'group have boon .considered.*

fheaa suggested

ImproveMents^ all of which have b eon .important to American
©oelology* can perhaps hast.bo araa&rleed in three ©asential
areas*
ClI

There aearns to bo general agreement among the

sociologists cited' in this Caction that, the ^psychologicalproperties** of the primary group relationship should be it©
crutt&X defining factors#

This emphasis* though implicit in

Oooley* a writings* has been more clearly stated sine© his
time.* .and hi© preoccupation with the faee*fco«*feee and
i

temporal properties -ha© b e e n untangled from the central
meaning of the concept*.
fhe change© which h m m m m o about in .American society
ain.ee- 1909 would sees* tomafce this distinction between physical and psychological properties' of considerable impor
tance*

Improvementa in mas© ooMmnnlcat ion and tran©por-*

tation have made the physically separated primary group more
than m mere possibility*

■'■

* .{2)

Such social scientist©’ such

ms

fhtv.ie, Sates*

Babchuk, a»<3 Oreor liftv© further elaborated upon the physical
properties, which'facilitate the formation of primary groups*
whereas Cooley spoke only of physical proximity* these later
writers have added such considerations as else* time* and
hoaogan&ity*
(3)

$he relation of primary to- non^primary groups

has gone through a process of evolution since C o o l e r s
original s t a t e m a t a were published.

In t h e latter*a writings,

it would seem that, he considered the one category of primary
groups, which had essential similarities., to he opposed a ■
number of other categories which he merely labeled not**
s« w

.61
Coe&ey*s model, was- acme what changed when the opposing

class if icat ion of rtsecondary groups1* was added, ,the writings
of 0avia emphasise this revision,

lore the true dichotomy

was set up with each of the opposing categories, primary'
and secondary -groups, conceived as mutually exclusive of each
other and collectively exhaustive of all types of groups,
With later writers sack fee $&».*. Sated f and Babchuk*
the "association continuum** haa;become more emphasised,

ite~

cording to these asexologists* groups arc to be •oonaidoreci
more or less primary according, to certain .psychological char**
aeteristics such as spontaneity and intimacy,
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In the present chapter* the influence which Cooley1©'
concepts of the primary group has'had upon research iii t he
field'of toerloah sociology will be discussed.

The problem

of doing Justice to the wealth of empirical investigations
which l o t h # last few- years have been stimulated by this
concept is particularly acute,

The aim here 'Mil not be so

much to summarise all of the findings of primary group studies
as to attempt to locate and categorise the major areas of
primary group Influence and elucidate some of Its more Impor
tant features bf the use of key studies,

ibis will be done

In five sections which will deal w i t h <the -influence of this
concept upon early research before 1010 p small group research,
public opinion., research* drouf bymamloa> soclometry* and groiap
therapy,

,

* ' .
■ .i

i,

p B im a i
*

msm msmsm m?<m '191»5.
(

»

A number of.research stadiaa involving small. Intimate
groups bad been made in.. American sociology before 19% 3# but,
almost without exception* these writers- did. not meke direct

use of Cooley* s concept of %Um primary group*.
more .important of t h e m

Some of the

wore Anderson* a investigation of the

hobo* W* F* Whyte*© exploration >.f the street corner society#
I* L# Child* a study of -the Italian American i«tgrant. neigh
borhood* and Farit- enci stenequlet *s analysis of the marginal
man,

*£here were also a- number of community studio a which*

while not. dealing epeelfi.a&IXy with the primary group* did
explore the family# play groups * Informal .gossip .groups, and
so forth,

Soto of the best known of these investigations

were those by the Lynda* Warner* -Davis* »orbaught and Withers*
Although many of the conclusions from these later studies
were consistent with C o o l e y s earlier formulations* his
Influence,.was nowhere mentioned by them.*

Only two investi

gations were found which* during •these early years, made
explicit use of Cowley* b concept of the'primary group,

fhese

■will he dealt with in t h e 'paragraphs that follow#
Frederic M#. fhraahar* in his study-of the gang
published in 1927* quoted Ooolsy’s definition of the primary
group*

-He'then .observed th&ti-

While the nature of. the .gang code varies in different
groups* depending upon'dlffarencea in social environment
and previous experiences*, it tends to Include in every
case.some expression of t h e .primary group virtues * or
moral- attitude a. which focus about the .group rather than,
the welfare of its .individual Members*

XS*ra<!®x*ic M. Th*»wrt»«*», m e
of Chicago Press* 192?)# p* 288*

Pan* (Chicago:

University

' fhr&aher concluded* however* t h a t 'although G-ooley had
mad a a valuable contribution- to the study'of the tievelop&toto
of personality "bis statement.R e f i n i n g the pxlm&ry grouj^ «si®
an entirely too idealistic view with ref©rahce to the b©<*
'
\ .2
_
hayior of the. average. gan^*1
Edward Stalls* in bis review of findings pertaining
to the primary group in Stauffer* & eb* al»» the Amerioan

3
Soldier*

felt that "eluee the time of Oh&ries'Cooley# the

primary group has been &e-taowladled in American/ Social science
as one of the most important msdss of c oncefbed'human ■action***
Shils further omp&a£l&e& t»h# fact that thd largest single
collection of research data concerning the phenomena was this
group of studies- in 'which'"sbauy concrete attitudes and rela*
tlunships which 'can 'bs understood as cXA&enia 'of the problems
of -the primary group9n war# 'analysed* ’ So felt that ‘the strength
of these studies lay in. their analysis of "the influence of
membership in the- primary group upon the behavior of the
aoliier*11-'and of "the factors which promote the formation of
primary groups ani the acceptance of membership in bhem*1^

2

'

*

.

J

Although Phils'1 article hid not appear until 1951.* it
la -included' in this iMtloii because it refers to research ear***
ri-ed oh before 19%$* and .'also b eoausa it is difficult to fit
thisstudy into- any-of the more specific modern trends In pri«*
mary group research which will be 'dealt with in the following
sections#
'

’Idward 4* ■ahil0 r "frteary droops in the American
.Army*^ 'gh#; Aaerffty* Army* O.outlnult.leo ■in. ■Social ftygecffipft

fh# bulk of Stoile* pm sent at i00 . 6 m 1% with mm $ of the
various conclusion# reacted -during theae Investigations
which supported the early, theoretical speculations of Oeofay'
a n d ■hi0 f cliewar a #

&

.mentioned* for i n s t M # © * the foot,

that? "primary .group solidarity strengthen# the s o i d i W ®
sense of moral obligation and reepenalbl It tjr* and that not ’’le

ting the other fallow down1* u m one of the moat important
factors keeping soldiers .going in battled
■Again* the primary group naerve<f two- principal tune**
fcioaa in combat motivationsn it % e t and emphasised group
standards and behavior*" and "it supported .and auat&t&ed the
Individual In strass.es he would otherwise not have been able
to withe tend **•

Primary .group relations also helped "the

individual soldier to b e a r .threatened injuries and even death
by Increasing his self-esteem and hia conception of hi a own

potenty#1*^
Shlis concluded from these studies of the ..American
soldier thats,
* * » the primary group h m been-put Into its.
proper context and by ingenious use of material * * *"
they succeeded in adding to our knowledge of' how primary
groups in c o n j u n c t i o n w i t h other' factor®- affect the
achievement of collective goals# *
■fhls section, dealing with explicit acknowledgements

(Oleneoe* Illlnolli

Free t m m ,

Ibid,. p. 21.

1950) * pp.# 16-18.

httid. . p. 2if«

7Ibid., p, 26,

of ©oeley* & influence te pri?&ary group reeesreh conducted
19%5, is quickly concluded*

Altheagfe It % m

siiom

previously that t&te ee&oept had already &ad mooli theoretical
recognition ami

by this’date*- it siomM aeem that,

thera had bean relatively few attempts t o .employ- it 1&-actual
research*'

in the ‘seoblo&g that .follow.* a number of m o m

specific areas of later.research will be dealt with in t#hioh
them, m i

explicit acknowledgments of Cooley*s primary group

influence*

is*

b m m *mom

mmmmn

A recent bibliography of small group research list lag
l #h§? i t e m revealed, when classified by periods* that from
one item per decade at the tarn of. the century* the rat© of
production of. m a l l group'-items has Increased to thro# per
0 ■■
w m k at: present*
In this study, too, it was found that such
investigations Mere o f ’all shapes and forms, if not of all
sl&ss#

Of the literature -surveyed there Mere studies of

familie's," informal work groups, hoy scout troops, airplane-;
g
fed I*». s.trodtheck and iu fsul Ear®, bibliography
of Small Croup research from 1900 through 1953,n .Spoiometrff*
17$10?-?$# ’
April, 195>h* Xn considering the a m u a t e f ^ m S I T
group research in the felted States at the present time,
Sbrodtbeek also- found that nthere are some t *100 courses con
cerning the study of p^mps** in-tear loan colleges'and ux&j>
varsities* -Seei Fred &* S trodbWek* **$ha *0aae for the Study
of Small feoupa,**
&n ispeielcglosl Sl£&SS* X9f6SX-$2:, '
December, 195h'* '
■
,

•craws9 submarine

qpqiv & z

«perltherapeutic

college student g&cMps* hired t m the
^ p ^ » f Oommit&eirs of. various.sorts*

&$£& and reel juries* groups, of Job applicant#,* ebXWran* »■•
play groups* classroom disou#rlen groupa* intend#* -eni mightfeers*
.Che of the reasons for the mounting labor oat la the
study of the im&Xl group tmuld seem bo be & methablogio&l one*
f h # # e ,groups can be placed la a specified space and tlme»
the individual m & M b w & ' ' 6 m be readily stable# out In terns
of Identifiable status and role relations end ears be studied
Intensively*

.definitions can''be operational and the results'

quantitative*

$hus* the investigator Im allowed to study a

small-scale- system of inter sot ion without becoming Involved
with such raon-measur&bte aspects m

the qualities of the in

ternal relations or the psychological bonis which hold the
group together*

9

Cooley* a concept of the primary group, along with
Simmelie Investigations of .■miniature social systems,has fre
quently, bee a mentioned ms starting points of small group'research*.

$mt

fcfaltar-dr* of the Tfnlverst ty of lew ilMieo

stated* w While usually’treated as a somewhat unique field of
concentration* the focus of the small group had earlier

Mussafar -Sherif and
at |t
fce Crosaroede, (Hew Ifork*
pp* 15—1$.*

o* Wilson* Croup Halations
Harper and ircther^r l W j T 7
•

beginnings

%n the .work

of Cooley and

Slmm&l

In &'similar- m T O h « , G&rtwrlgbt .and Z m & w

■**H.0
.dec&Hes ago*1*"
cfcft*??*6 ttemt

^Oooley w o

Sitsmal are ttt&y the best rami&aitod of the ©arly
.11*
eo©Xo&.ogfsta wixm dealt .with the Bm&ll
‘I fcaiMrjr
t■

H a c k e r and George Homans also found that **®n& wain line of
Interest to ■small ,groups i# exemplified by the work of Qaorg ^
■and anotfe*? Rto ,tn # writing* of 0# E *■Ooblay* . whose .
nama is usually linked to ¥ m

concept of the primary group* ^

Hobart Merton preferred to tk Ink of ^the rapid mount ins
interest, in t M

study•of the small group” not as "something • ,

n ew11 but m < n ^ren&aeeuoa** of *fche studies of former sociologists
Suob.as Cooley and- Siiamol*

He atateds

to earlier generation of oociologlsts-^Oooley and
$taaal are the bast rememhe r a <$«*^ha.O bean much interest ad
in flie’-eiiaXl group, within limits dictated,by the prim**,
itive research -methods and m antitf developed theory of
the time* ^
,'

'

in

Fatil ‘
A l t e r Jr.*, 11Military Sociology,” Joseph 3,
Houoak (ed,), Contemporary aoetoloay {lew forks Barcourt,
Brace and. © o m p S S ^ ^ f f f u I X pi

11

Dorwin Cartwright and Alvin Zander> Group Dynamics
(Evanston, Illinois:
Row, Peterson, and Company, 19^3), p. 2^-9•

12

Henry
Else ken and George -0* Homan#* “fay oho**
logical Aspects of t&e Social structure,rt Gardner Linsay (od*)»
landbook of Social'rayekoto^y {Caoibridge, &**«*.- Addison*
WeSTey™*Fublishing Company, 19£{m * H * p* ?86*
13
■
,
"Georg# 0* Homans,- f&e E u s m m * Group (Wow forks
E&roourt, Brace and Company, 19!^5T7 p *,,u’x5ti*

In a. similar * manner, Hare.# Borgattsay and Bales in
their'recent source book oh email. groups cite-A Copley,
Sfcarkbeim, •

Mead'with regard to the a&rly t h e o r e m

1%

iee'Xbeginnings of this type of research*'

■

Sidney Verba,- I n a recent work,, found that ”pae of the
earliest sociological works-, on the small' group defines the
group” m

on# ffoharec.teriKed by. intimate £Me»to*»?aee

eooperation m <S M M e l a t l o e u *

In this definition* ?«rba

felt that Cooley ”points to the key aspect of the small
group as It has been analysed in the many'works on the sub*
jest” since-his time*

fbis was the ^aspect of direct, f&e©*

tCN-faoe eon.tact” which was. -often merely .referred to as inter*
action by later researchers*

Verbs also declared that his

own-definition of the e-mail -group had,boon anticipated .by
Cooley*a earlier statements*

S© stated hie definition as

follows$
fhuo a 'Small group is one In which-the .members com**
munioate on a. direct faoe*»to*faoe basis and arc aware.-of
each other as individuals even if that m m m n m m Is 11 m*
ifced ‘to a recognition of the -others presence**^

111. ■
Paul Hare, Edgar Borg&tta, and Bobert Bales, g^all
{Bets Xorkt'
AlsoT"**'
for an excellent analysis of .the 'influonoe which Stmm&l has
had upon small-group researchers in the tfnited States, seer
Maiter Ludwig .S-aeu-mler, fXfhe.Influence of- Georg Simmel upon
American Sociology*” {unpublished
s. thesis., ■Municipal
University of Omaha, Omaha, Nebraska, ■I960) * pp* XG3*ll5-*

Groups

Alfred &» Knopf, 1955)., pp* 3^6*
Hester1

15 Sidney
(Princeton*

Verba*. Small Groups and Political Behavior

Princeton University. Press* 19-6X1, -p* 13*

A !survey of-soma thirty* si# articles Indexed in the
^mei*lci*n S S S S s M s l S l i I m l S l between the years of 1936 sod ■
I960 under the heading of % m a l l group* revealed ft fairly
.good, cross section of social r M e n t i s t s latere sted in fcMs
3.4
field*
Soso of' the.s&pre £ttg$r*r&nfc of these- wars &alea$
HsFe# lorg&ttii, Strodtbeak* l-lills* Romans* Olmst ed .* Oaaek#
Sberif* and Gaplow*.

1*he two general conclusion# which could

h e d r a w n from this study ware that moat, of the research was
of relatively recent; o r i g i n ^ alneo all of the articles except
one were printed a f t e r '195Q*~and that most Investigators
seldom acknowledge the influence of social theorists upon
their works*

footnoted citations of only■alevan social

theorist© could ha found in.-these &hlrtf*n%x artlcle&*

the

names of these theorists and number of times cited are shown
in fable 1# •
It is hypothesised that two possible explanations of
this general lack’of explicit reference to social theorists
in these studios any bat

ID

hack of apace in. the journal

articles limits the amount of background and- theoreticalmaterial which can be presentedj

and IE) fh# quantitative'

behavlerlst approach of these atodies creates.‘little need for
1?
the intuitive speculation# of the traditional theorist*
14

Only those articles ■which contained descriptions of
actual research project# or reviews of such investigation#
wore included in this.survey*

17From
■
the above table it can also be observed that
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Sowar# Banker* to toe one study published I n toe
American Booioloffloml Barton in totoh Ooolajrto iofXueaee m e
site#* immXyse# the structure of the dyadic group* ' $ito
reference to to© destruction of auto groups ho -stated!
In .larger associations* the departure of- one member
does not result In Semis® of the s true tore* bat in. the
#ym# auto a toss not m l j destroys the pattern but also
results in changes* sometimes radical* to -the- personalities,
of too. two# Ab Oootoy sal's*
h© result of intimate as**
s e dation* payehotogloally* is a oartain fusion of.
i h d d dualities in a e&immn toe to * so that one1s. vary
self* for majay reasons., at least Is to® e o M o n life an#
purpose of the group*1* ikuy disruption of tho-dyadie
pattern &&&&& fundamental changes in the'selves of toe
members,

citotioaa of modern- theorists* in general,* out number those of
traditional anaiai scientista* For torefcin*a'account of the
p a e r a l '^amnesia*1 of the writings of early -aboiotogi ate suoh
as Hirkhstof. Simmel* an# 4sotoy by m o d e m resemrebars, m & t
fit trim A* S o r o M n * .f^ada. anf
% to#,
Modern, jjlftftloioay an#
**<■§.mm ,**,*> I
ttotoagoi
n n T O S ^ # --■
* 'p *
m^s £,+.*# ■£&
loie.nosa
*i&
Howard Boetea*1* "Sociological Analysis of too 0y«<3»
'
-'■-.Review. VJ,jig-lB, p«tewjfiry# 1956*

A general survey of ether research in the field also
. r e w e M d only cocaa-ional rsfe-rcnese- to social theorists such
as Ooolay#

Oeorga €* H'oaand» in. bis classic work %h# Bnman

jlroufls .refa w e d the reader to Cooley* a earlier abatements 'In
this a r e a ■with'reference to his definition of the.central
concept of the human. group*

Be stated on .'the beginning page

of his b ookl:
1m this bodfe.wa shall study the most familiar .features
of .the meet .familiar' thing in the wwl&*«*fc&e h u m a n .group*
-m mean by the .group a number of persons Mho communicate
with on# another often .over a. span of time and Mho are
few enough so that each person is able to communicate with
all the others* not- at secondhand* through other people»
but face^tefface4 Sociologists call this the primary .
group* & chance meet Ins* g? c a s u a l 'ae^uelntanoea docs notcount as.a group for n e * ^
In a later study by Homans and Henry Biaeton# these
authors in their introductory comments reviewed Hocloy1s
&ef ini'tiom of the primary group and acknowledged that Cooley*a

£3h

Jhkmmn

; fliA&f. Vntvkr#
larcourt
jans
J
eeeste to have dome in this instance is substitute the term'
whuman group” for the traditional term ^primary group1** &!<» ’
though there are acme reasons for want In© to -us# a neutralconcept instead of the w t value Xa d;on older term* it would'
seam that the 'traditional meaning of the group is distorted*
fh# implication that *secondary groups” should, be called by
another name* Xeade to confusion*
It is for these reasons
that writers such m Eimbail 1 « | have m g gee ted that Romans’
book would have been more aptly called
Human Primary
dsremp** for- ”&# deals only with this form of human asseela*
v
.*****fj#
p ■a- * *^ ■ *
w<
<«*
*wjw
#*?%**£**
. *vwn:
4
.
#•*
m . % ? V fr*
^■5££LSi£ L &
{lew
i W m Ibrk* "Amerla.aii
Amert-o.an Book.
Book' f o ^ l S y T ^ ^ S l ) T

Interest in such small groups was more than a *'formal*
ottrlouaity about social structure*"

ftaey also noted* with

reference’to their study- * that "he believed that the small
group la a tseliu® of context for productive changes in its
members end changes that endure oeyoad the existence of the
.*pA

group*f,^M

*..

■

Hiohael Olmsted in hi# b o o k 'The S m a l l >g r o u p ■resorted
a study in which he ^contrasted f our-man. groups ’having pri- *
m r y norma with-larger newly-formed groups- with secondary
norms.#

in M e

definition of the primary group he quoted

Oooley and pointed out that -it was by him that "the primary
group received Its classic formulation*^

Ha further stated*

In primary groups members have warm, intimate.# end'
"personal* 'ties with one another$ their solidarity la
uoaelfoonaciona* a matter of sentiment rather than
calculation#
Such .groups e r a 'usually o f the small# faceto-faee sort# spontaneous in their interpersonal behavior
and devoted# though'aojunaeeaaarily explicitly# to
mutual o r ’common ends*
Hobart Farie#. in an article- published in 1953* s o u g h t .
to distinguish between the two types of groups- which could
<,

be small#

In the first category were "primary group®** ■which

were'"held together by common trait# and m n b i m m i t a * 11
Me

In

further discuss Ion 'of primary groups Faria qn ot ed'Oo oley* a

frMWIWMwawHiM*'i imiwwmwwwnum.iwmnm u .

20

M o m

Henry M« ■Eleekeh and George 0* Homans, 0£* p it * *

^ M i e h a e l 5#- Olmsted* the Small droup -(Mew farlc:
House#
m* 9i4a7~
''
'
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original definition of this concept**

”institutional group$»

which were the- second kind of mal l ' g r o u p && labeled by Faria,
were of *an entirely different nature.”

fhey consisted of

formal* fmapont&neoua*-segmented'relations* usually dedicated
ZB
to the task of .getting something don© more efficiently*'
. After reviewing a number of empirical studies* Faria
con©lu4©4 that In.©mall-group research the distinction•
between Institutional'group© mad,primary groups must be
kept with ^scrupulous clarity” and that ”ihe small intimate
■group* long known in sociology* elace Cooley* as the primary
group,0 should he the ”oenter of concern in the study” of
such groups*

H© further made the distinction between °sym*

pathetic contact#** and ^categoric contacts” which h© felt'
would help- to differentiate between these two types of
groups more clearly*
In the primary- group relationship* the' person la
treated as unique* end the relationship is based on
empathy or **sympathies contacts*° Between strangers* how
ever* there Is leespossibility of -knowing the ln&ivi&*
ual characteristics .of the ether person)- and one XU
forced to make 0o$& '.kind- of guess about t&e kind of
person, he .is*. $bea©f relations are called ”categoric contact#**£3
Faria' closed hi a ©fcudy by. asserting that ”in time*
of course* a variety of new unsuspected applications of our

22
' lobart B* !»# Faria* *Xfovelo$mmfe of the Small
0rcup Beseareh. .Ilovement*11' -Husafei* Sherif and H# ©*, -Wlls'on*
JBE*: clt»* -on*. 15*9*60*
■ 21
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knowledge of prtaai-y f^oup principles Is e*jrtsaln to aom&inZl^
Robert F# ©alee# In his theory -arid method of **later**
action Process Analysis* at the B a r m r d laboratory of Social
telmtions# has also o n :eecaaiati- acknowledgedNeeley* a Inf Xu*
m i m up or* hi a work#

Inspired In part by the pragmatism of

'loto Bewey, B a l e s ,aonceires of all group activity .as .being
pri^lem* solving. activity*

1*husf in hie ana lysis--of the

social structure,he.first asked about the fundamental human
no 04a which must be met*

in at tempt tog to answer this

question? Bale a discerned four dimensions or uses -of rale
differentiation which.* taken together., *constitute'the
group*® social structure**1 ?fhese dimensions were the dif«*
ferentlal:degree of access to- resources, control over per**..
sonsi status in a stratified scale of importance of prestige#
and solidarity or Identification with the group as. a whole#.
It la- with reference to this last category of group sell*
darlty that Bales in hla book •Interaction Froccaa |nalyats
quoted Cooley* a concept .of the primary group m

a means of

illustration of those group# which Imre a ttciose intimate
faee*to*faes solidarity for which *w»* la the natural exprea**
og.
sion#
Be. eonttousd in. the following maimers

^ X b l d . . *>», 162o
OC£
' Bobert P# Bales# Ipteraetlon frace.se,Analysis
,(Oambrldgea
1sley Pr e s a f z m f j T ' ™ * * "

Solidarity -in earb&ln of ifca .aspects Is a quality >
of social relationships which tends to arise spontaiie**
oualy in primary groups* It toee not necessarily arise
because o f the prOMsr^eolvin^ process of each tot the
foot that 'it m-MlBtB h m m instrumsntel value for each*
and the presorting and maintaining'of It has an insbrti*
mental m well as an expressive value#
In this brief survey of the field of small group
researoh* it has b m n M h m m that Cooley and Simmei -are of ten
acknowledged with ■m f arena# to early theeretleal beginnings*
ftore.'te a general lack of refarenes to social,theorists in
the majority of the studies examinedf however* and such
references were usually limited to- introductory data or the
definition of the partiouiar group to he studied#

Small

group researchers* -In general* seem to- to somewhat wary of
Seeley* s. concept.tooaus© of . M s emphasis os psyotologleal
traits which defy quantitive measurement *

Olmsted eon*

olutod in his review of the small group-that nlf one wishes
to stress the importance of certain sorts of feelings**
among the members of the group.* the term, primary mmg t o ’
desirable#

But ntt one* on the other hand* wishes to

study a -mall scale system of interaction and seeks to avoidthe p-redetermination of qualities of Its internal relations*
1small1 is the totter term.*

'oiaotrtd* gg* MS*..* p* 33*

In this regard* It is

perhaps: wise to defend 55eley*s earlier view by pointing out
that merely.because these surface physical characteristics

xoi
m *

i«io

m m t m

m k z m m

futile opinion p®%%log la cm# of the moat familiar .
■applications of social teleac# in eonte&p&p&vp America#

?o**

lit leal campaigners* manufacturers * advertising agencies,
public service organtsaM on#* and a float of other special
interest groups are flawing thcmssalv®# more and more depend*
eat upon this type of information*

This tremendous public

and cemmercial Interact in trying to figure out whether
people prefer this soap or that onndidnbe* however, h&#
tended to ob&oure the soieati.fic and theoretical, problems
Involved#

-

It has only been in the last few years that public
opinion research people have begun- to redefine their own
focus so that it Is .no longer pimply a question of whether a public act- or statement.chanfe# people*a attitudes or
behavior* but* mere broadly* how poop Jo make up their minds*

lead themselves to empirical research iocs not make them
cither important or prablcmatlc to. sociology as an advancing •
science* The history of science Is ■strewn with t h e .wreckage
of once fa a M enable but ultimately inadequate categories and
■conceptual models*-*fro.m the four element# of Fire* Air* Earth*
and Water to Thoma#1 four primary wishes of human behavior*
Enthusiasm and; .fondness for mathematics do pot malts a science*
What l# .required l# a knowledge of Mitt to look for and .an
understanding of how the variables selected for observation
constitute the fricscwork.'of ■# functioning whole*
$rint pursuit'
of a f e w handy variables on the one hand* and essentialXy
wishful talk -about * theory.® on the other do not quite measure
up.to this implacable d o m n d * ,, •

ioa
rodent author#* •lart to&araf ©14- and iltou £&ta#
■described this development m

havm-

foliowet *** ,* * m m m media

research baa ml mod at a n understanding o f .h « # >and under
what oonditlenii* mssa media toaaspaigM* auoceod to. influx
**08
©meing opinions and ■attitudes* * •♦ *
the bag&o &aaump-*
ttom of such research* they continued, baa been that of **t.he
omnipotent media., .on the one hand, sending 1'orth the ■mo a sago *
and the atom!©## masses, ©.&. the other* m i ting' to. receive
it***and nothing in^he tween*.
fbes© authors proposed that public opinion research
concern itself with more f aotor.o than the aaasago on the on#
and and th© polled respond ©at &u to© other#

the public

a h o u M not be seen simply as a mass of individuals but as a
highly ©omples sat of- interlocking and overlapping faee^to-*
face groups-#

tfltfe this'general underlying assumption in

mind* kaa'&rsfeid and Eat©- stated the. general problem and
©mph&els of their study*
Our- focus is the primary group* * * #e are thinking

.apectfieally of families# friends, informal work teams#
and so forth# Such groups are usually oharaoterisad by
their small ©i#©* relative durability* informality*

faee»fce*»faoe contact §g<l manifold* or more -or leas un**
specialtoed, purpose *■

^ F & u X f * t o . w s f © M and $Ubu-Ka*a* f y a o n a l Inf to*
eases to© .fart flayed by Peonl.e to the Plow oFTsass Oom*
m m to attorn (lltoacoe * Xlllnoisi 'Free ’free©* i9>j5T* P* If#
29S I M * »

b n

-to*

^^Ibld# , p. ilS•
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So Important was th.<s? study of .these groups# in these
authors* opinion# that .they.prefaced their empirical study
of the flow of influence In -a ml dues tern eensmntty with a
13&«*page review of small group research*

.A major portion of-

tf&ta .review .dealt with whet they a a H a d the ^rediscovery of
the primary group*! in the various fields'of

b

octal .science*

ftey concluded that# ,
# • » it 1# not simply the feet that the primary group
m l ntB that w m 01 a cover ad# .hut the f m t that it was
relevant to an understanding .of * * ..* mass production
^ a w t h o r n StudiegTi combat' 'morals ,#£Phe American $oldier7,
class, status, and mob-lMty^^traet ’Corner S o c i e t y # and
e omtmni o at 1 one h aha vi or# ^ '
Eats# in: M o t h e r study, also, streamed the significance
of .^lnterpereonal aommun1eat1 tm in small# informal groups for
under standing the dynamics of opinion*11

Again, also# ha

recognised Cooley1e influence with regard to his definition
of the primary group# and concluded that '"personal Influence
<sjg
typically takes place *&thin the primary group#* '
One of the m.mt comprehensive reviews of the place of
the primary .group In mate cowuiiieatien^aad. public opinion
«*

reeearon was made by tfocepfc'Ford*

lie found that n ln all the

iKu&enae literature on mass o o m m m i c at 1on* public-opinion# and
propaganda# * there u m

coverage of e ommxmteat ion. in

31
U M * * tt>*
"'Elite, Hats# nfhm fwu^Step Flow <Xommn%omttom'$
Op^f«H».Bate ■jfeperfc on" an t f p e t t e s i % * Jj^hXic
2Xf 7?* % r i n g # X9$7*
'

"'.

~

An

-m&% interact?ling groups# -especially primary ’groups*'1* For**
tun&toly* however*

.* ♦ * neglect ■has apt been universal#

Ta®- ^oneer

rosamrehors in a o m m m i ® afton', espaoialljr Cooley£ biased

a trail toward the twin understanding of communication.
a&d the primary 'groups.where frames. of reference and '
**
et h er.t»,Mic aspects of eoMetraiefttlogi are •giweo their birth/*
Ford"further argued that- research in -m a s eocmualoa*

tion had ^mostly boon conducted i n a theoretic vacuum* and that
the meaningful conclusions had proves, *llke the massea and
■publics* somewhat phantom %*

felt 'that 15a return to the

key'-insight a of pdoneer re sear chars ISto Oopioy- would go far
in correcting this actuation**

the greatest 'promise in this

type of research seemed to t © la those studies which -were

focused on the primary group and h m o built-up to-the larger
plurals £ v m this baas,3**
Ford also found that in the field of --eotmrmnie at 1one

and public opinion reeearoh 11eaplic.lt treatment, of primary
gPempe* aa such* s p e a r s tote Increasing#bor a. rather
lengthy.elgek internal aime© -the early work typlifled'parties
uX&rXy by Coolfiy- in the United states**

It was 'ford'*a eon*

.elusion thabt■ fhus* .the .real ^roup> usually primary* is the true
Ipoleun- of; tte- eoMuaieatien-phenomena*''# * .* in m j
33 .1
■ ■ (j*
" -'Joseph'B-* Ford* ^fhe fri^ary Prottp In Mans 'Octa*
luunleatlon*^' Sociology and loelai -Besearch*' 38rXS&* lamiaryl
3I4.
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C-coXey* s Influence was also, cited'in $&© Introductory
remarks of as article by Barry 0.» Harmawerbh*

After reviewing

works of Folsom, HcGleu&han* Bosaard,' Farrell * ^hratoer* and

Ferguson* ha concluded that there was no doubt *the primary
group* &a exemplified by the Isolated m i l

neighborhood

with which Its members were exclusively identified* has

broken down under the impact .of urbanisation*.®

fha task of

dealing with this disorganisation* then* *calls for a vast
amount of social research on the primary, level**
to- know

M b need

about- the social and p sycftological processes

governing the formation end dissemination of attitudes in
the' primary group*

■■

3B

The relation of the primary group and public opinion
was also -studied by E* Jackson Bmur in a namhor of Eansae
communities*

Be began by expl&lnl&gs

?We adhere to Cooley1#

usage -by limiting the t o m primary group to one tcharac
terised by Intimate f ace-bo-face association and c.ooperatl on **fl^
Be concluded that the data gathered’ during this study had .
given *fcompelling evidence that primary groups are the gen
erators- and sustains?* of opinion®*1* .The conceptual model
»fthli»pa»ii—»»)r,n»<1
m m a
tewifti^iaaiiwe■■»»MwOmjnfrmft

18
»
* Barry O* B a m s worth* **Frimary Croup telatlenphips

In. Hodsrn Soclefcsr***. j$oe£o-loqy ah© Social. Be-search* 31i292-93*
$are o*Apr& a * 1914/* .
■
■1^
A ■
'S* Jackson Baur* ^Fubil'o -Opinion and,the -Frimmry
©roup*.11 American .SooioloMioal ficftow# $3sSX3* April.* I960*

10?
which S a w arrived at envlamgei public opteioa. aa developing.
three stages. of ioereailag social oomple&ltyf

an early

atage •of m $ $ oo^mlo&tion* &< middle stag# i n .Which voluntary
M d 0 $tfttl&n& became involved.,-' -and a final stage in which polite
l e a l ,Institutions- were activated*.

”Sut at each afcaga»tt B a w

concluded* *opinions are relayed through primary group® la

which the oca tent la sharpened and clarified.51^ ■
The results o f .an investigation .reported by $e»ry W*
Biecksn in 1959 also tended to demonstrate the Importance of
primary groups in the changing of public opinion during
elections'* ’Be reviewed Cooley* a definition of the primary
group concept and quo tod from, the latter1a Social Organl eat Ion**
Throughout the study, be also stressed the
function, .of primary groups in election®***

reinforcement
le concluded that

there were two circumstances in which even strong convictions
during elections might change*
»*

♦

*

Sleeken identified these asf

a break in .primary group attachments which lowers re*

al$t<mee'to assaults on convict ions j and changes in the
social or economic environment of such a group which affects
its welfare * * *R
•mrnr

¥>'r**Att pp. 21.8*19*
hi.
w

^ Henry tf.» Sleeken, -frimary Orcups and Political
farty Choice*’* lugene pur dick: and .Arthur -f* Brodbeck (e&e *} #
American: Acting Behavior (Olehcoe* Illinois! Free tress*
fspfri*

n t r

^ i b i a * . f>. 182*

Imory

Bog&rdus*. in ht© # u m | of the field ef *pub**

11© _opinion» o S > 8 e m 4 that I© an iiiform&l way it -was- **Char lee.
$U Dooley t&io unfolded the formfeios of public opinion, as a
Social pro©©©©#*

la also noted.that ripublic opinion has its

begisml&s to $k© small tofermal group*1* for it ic- ^natural
for people to gather in what Cooley called primary group a
k%
aad to talk,** " And a gain, h o found that *publlc 'opinion,
fey democratic means depends upon the nature of the discus**
sian that every cltlgen engages in daily in his informal
groups of friends and acquaintance©**'^
From the studies 'which have been described in this
section*-, it can he seem that there-has been an increasing
ewerenesa; of the Importance of the primary .group * m

out*

lined by Cooley* in the field of public opinion research
during the last deo&d©.#

Investigators* ,-uHm have attempted

to f e w some theoretical conclusions, about the. reasons why
publics make the choices they do* have increasingly been led
to hyp0thesl|o the Importance of the primary .groups*

With

these facts in mind* the nessb t u o "sections will be dedicated,
to a discussion of three other research ereae««droup Dynamicst
soclometry* and., group t b e r a p y ^ i n which aotaowl©dgmants of

*,

on

'Bteory'
The
Msklng
** &* ■Sogardus
W
** m
nn^ i^w.r agyhi
yiiy^wi»mmmfcwl' of public
i»«H»wr Quint
wmimii*!

illm'Xowkt: Association, free a# 1951 )> p* l£$<
9* 6

.

m iw-

primary group concept have h m n

£#war In

number and perhaps* in general 9 % m s important*.
XV#
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■Oroup ©ymamies la one of the most Widespread end
influential current approaches to the study of groupbehavioJ’.4^
Its founder and guiding. spirit m e

to a- social psychologist*

lurl heuin, ■who emigrated f rom. Itai Oeximany and established
sentera for psychological.research at fcho University of
t o w m%M Masgaehusotts Institute of Xeehaolo#?*

Hie .eoi*

leagues* former students* and follower® ere now to be found
in almost all the major- centers of 3mall**group research in
this country* .the most notable perhaps being the fteae&reh
Center for 0rtmp S f M m i e s at the University of Michigan*
the perspective of $raup %o.&mloa*. generally speaking.*
is that of Ooetalt psyuboXogy* the emphasis baing on wholes
or -totalities as distinguished from particular stimuli and
particular responses*

It involves a concept ton of a flelfS

of forces which play upon and influence the various aub^parts
%4
or elements within the fie It# " fhe symbolic or notat tonal

k%fe» terns "gs-oup elya«^alos,, is often
«s roughly,
s y n o n i w u s with '
frthe study o f small groups#* In this invea*
tiiiatloUjf- however* the •oapitallsed term refers to a. particular
eensaptish of .group analysts end not. to. the field us .-a whole#
^ I n d e e d * the lewiaian*Cferoup Dynamise, approach is
sometimes referred to as
'Theory***

system developed by Lswin .for portraying the individual*®
"life space" is drawn from physios and non*»Euclidean geometry *
and the thought ^med el behind i f is spatial rather than* say*
organic or mechanical*
A close survey of the works of Levin and the works which
could he found of such close followers as Kurt Back, Leon ■
Festlnger* Stanley Sebaehter* Morris EXXerfcon*.Dorothy
McBride* Davis Gregory* John ihib&ut, Harold Kelley* and
Morton Beutseh did not reveal any explicit acknowledgment of
Cooley1b influence upon their works*

fhere were indications

of Cooley1a InfXuenc© among a number of bfehar Oroup Pynam**
ielsbs* however* thee® were somewhat m o r e difficult to find
than in the previously dealt with areas of small group and
public opinion research®
Hurbert Bonner* In his .recent survey of the field of
Croup Dynamics* declared that it was "difficult to understand
the omission of Oooley*® work on the primary group by those
who'attempt to attribute the origins of Croup Dynamics to
very resent researchers *tt

Dooley1® entire approach to both

individual and social behavior* ■in Bonner1® opinion* 11was
from the point of view of the concept, of the primary group *w
He also believed .that social process and social control* two
fundamental factors- of all group dynamics* "'have, their being
In'the intimate'and f ace-*bo^faee. Interactions which are the

Ill
©ark of the primary group*

Bonner continued$

The .-primary group Is thus seen by Oooley to have a
psychological atruotpre os represented by fehls feeling of

closeSSSStflfteat i-eh,'-aoi intimacy# * * * fcfhen contemporary

Oroup %nmmiclsts speak of the Influence of the group cm.
the■In&lvisual1a beta,vior* is which people of.disparate
personal!t£•# are led *b© the same -o p l n l o M of behavior* lb
they are but restating Cooley*® basic and fruitful ideao*^''

Bonner also belleveC that term® such as 11group inf in**

® m ® 9 group cohesion* and ^roup d«ci®io»~making*tt while pre«*
dominantly associated .with recent Croup Bysiamie© research*.

.

were "concepta which abound in different terminology in

Cooley'1a writ luge *
Porwin Oartwri ght and Alvin Sander also acknowledged
the importance o f 'Oooleyle-Influence upon the origins of
Orcmp -Dynamics*

at one point in their discussion., they

declared!

;

Cooley* & pioneer In the study-of the importance of
group membership for the individual# recognised the
existence of i&tltipla**group membership©, describing
the. .individual in m o d e m ‘eoelety as a part through which
nmaerpue arcs, representing different .groupwme«^erships*
paa*#***
Hhaee two authors also a t t e s t e d 'to relate a u m b e r

.•

' Herbert .Banner,'

P^aaa Company* 1959)* P« 'IS#

Pvnamlea (lew Ibrkt. ftomli
~

‘

^|M|,
*, 13.
SO

■

Borwin Cartwright and Alvin San dor * ..^rpup gymmmice
.{Syanaton* Illinois?
Sow* Peterson* and Company* 1953 iV
p * ihi^»

0f their ■empirical'findings to the earlier speculation* -of
Cooley* Mead, and others*

In one study, for -inotanoe, they

Concluded that the relative magnitude- of r©latXonshi.pe be
tween attraction •and social, worth found iri the- t«o different
contexts f*suggesta that refer «me#

group processes are stronger

Mi %bin t fee isjftll intimate .uark>group then in the formal
or gaol eat 1 cm at large* *

Those findings* they pointed out,

_

Mere "'conol&tent with Coolers traditional emphasis upon the
significance of the faco-to-face group for a parson*# matt*
nation and behavior***

for* as Cooley had ate ted* it was ni»

the nrtm&ry group that the- person1a interaction is conoenfl
trated and most intense***
I
By noting the m t p -perceptions of participants'!&■
three eonimhleatlon situations,' the authors also came up with
the observation that **group members estimate group opinion,
more accurately with more interactions*.11 They thus' concluded
■that fee Cooley * Head conception 'of the self as being a
result of intense interactions i n 'euhh early forms of asso
ciation as the family and the child1 $ play group _ho4 been
gg
.given added support*
f

J *■'

So a review of. progress of the research tfhioh had

b##h carried on In the fie ld ., Hoad Bain declared th a t r*Group
Pg&m$&&& la

^new .«* some ©nthuaiaatlo foil w a r s of

Iiawin .or Horeno seem, to believe*11 .It. was, rather, .Sain Vs
opinion, that ftCo0leyVs .three volumes {X90&* 1909* and 1918)
set forth,much of the theory of Croup Bynamica.,-11 and later,
hut still antecedent to g»ewlr**a and ferono1a action research,
■^'tfce emphasis by Cooley and t, 1* Henderson on the Importance
"of small social ay stems*1 had also been of great importance *53
Herbert ,JU fhelen in the introduction t o his study of
the dynamics of working groups referred the reader to Cooley1#
original discussion regarding the primary group in the
paragraph that follow**
fhe face-b efface 'group working on a problem i s the
meeting ground of Individual pareonaiitles and society#
It
is in the group that personality la modified and spew
el milled | and it fa through the working of ggpupa that
society is .changed an# adapted, to its t i m e # 5 k
Although Croup Synassioe has been more oriented toward
psychology than'sociology, there are, as we have n m n in this
section, some dissernabl# evidences of the influence of
Cooley1& concept of the primary group upon the field*

The so ■

‘evidencea are somewhat mors scattered and piecemeal .than In
two previous erese, however, and it w o u l d ‘seem that-the
majority of Croup dynamics researchers- have found .little need
to celmoMlodge, in mn explicit ■»sy* any influence by Cooley
•upon their thoughts

■ , .■

Si
Toad fain, ^Action he so arch -and droop '^ynsaloe,®
'
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two other areas-of group

research, socleaefcry and group therapy* will be briefly

dealt-- Mitti la this concluding section of the chapter*

to

neither of these fields has Cooley*s Influence been of ecu#*
tr&X importance,- hut they are mentioned here, pr-imarl If be*
cause they h a w helped to fooue a great deal of attention
upon the area of the email intimate group within the last
decade«
In dealing with affective relations within the .group,
the technique of study which has probably 'gained more eur*
renoy in research than any ether i a .known as aoetometry*‘Sociometrlo technique® are useful practically in making up
work or play groupa# classroom coating arrangements# and
the Xite£f. so that they will turnti on more effectively#

$hey

are useful theoretically, in providing insights into group
structure as it Is '.perceived by its inhabitants#

■
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• It should he noted feat this -term like <lpoup By* .
namiee/.has 'both a special aad a 'general meaning*4 Seoiometry
in Its' special e'foae- is1associated directly with the paychi- *
atrlst ..y, ET^Mcreno# .Moreno saw affective bonds* and the- .
propanjsiiy .to./form them#, as the crucial human and social fact
rrohably'M s two.most ucteowl®4$dd contrihutione In his
rather Cosmic, theory of man# society, and destiny arc bis
therapeutic technique of ®paycfcp4rafsian -and his toociomctrlo
tost*
In' fch® more
sense In which ceeiematry ie
•used her® # howswr# -i t eex&tets .of any device which asks
group timbers' how they feel about- •*«£& other, '

U;Sf
.-to with other areas of group research, Cooley1a name'
is sometimes related to the beginnings of' aoetpmetry*
fimaabeff, f or instance, found that eooiemebriee cm. Id ha
traced back; ta.^Tonniea* penetrating study of the community*
to Stmaiel* si.analysis of the elementary social process as* and
to .Cooley* a treatment of primary groups **
elements*

f h c m y & l cub

,

added* *hsye boon I n t w w o w n with a strong

emphasis on ■measurement* the latter of neo-posttiviet in*
$6
#pir&bion*if
.lari letm6V&j$& traced the early beginnings of seel^
omotry to the works of La Bon* Burkhalm* foonles* Sttamel*
"and* of course * at a later date in the classical treableee
<*7
of ieopold von W i c m and Charles Horton Cooley***
Michael
Olmsted also mentioned Cooley along with giuemel and fonnXas
5i
as innovators of this type, of research*
Sdward Shi Is, in hie. study of the relationship of the
primary group and scotoma trio research* pointed out ■that-*;
* * * the m M p

and increasing popularity of the

'technique itself has helped to foeas the attention of

Kicjholao
fXma^baff * Seaial.ojcieal S s o r y , Its
latura and Orowth- IHew Xorki Be
ompany *1915) *
'

i?

•

■ic&t liehnevajsa* ^Soeiosse try t &sa*4ft# of Crowth*1*
~.................* liT’ U lieacoe#

^®S4iefcaeI Olmsted* ,
o b ,» et|** p* 13%*

American sociologist;* on primary groups* since it has
■given thorn a m c m m of describing mm~ of the mm|or
elements of the primary group* l#e«# t h e ■spontaneous
mutual .attraction or solidarity of its members* end has
also provided the {scans of dot cot log cleavages and gape
In the s6lidarlty#“
In another article.,, however* Shi la lamented the fact
that Horenofs e j g pImabiOM ware so 0clouded in vatic 'language*1
that they seemed to have ttlittle descriptive or explanatory
relevance*17

*%at bad » # a

the task of adequately exploiting

the scientific .possibilities of Moreno1a clinical Ingenuity
o w n more difficult, was the fact that ho'had foiled wto.
extend his observational •and' r e c o r d t»$ techniques to the
place where they could cope" with the very subtle and eoct~
plicated phenomena of primary group relations ao dram**
atleally described by Cooley*
It w a n Michael Olmsted*$ opinion that wtb© insight

of perhaps the broadest'significance from-the viewpoint of
the primary group*1 mas Helen Jammings* ®discovery that
within the average .smell group it la passible t o distinguish;,
a ^payohogroupfl and a ^soelogroup*1

Xu Olmsted*$ wordsi

;
ffae former la more personal* spontaneous* and ef
fective {that Is, it « b i b i t a most c l o w l y those

. "Edward A* .Shils* fJ!fha #fcudy of the Primary Oraupt*
Bents 1 Berner •and Harold P* Basswel I »■■ fha ■Policy Sciences *
-•fiev^loomenta..1% lo&0e i h k ^ s t h o S ^ Stahfordi
abahford
ISiverai by frees.*-'ifel) * p* .517"
'■
6ogdwtird A* ShiIs. TJnpaSllshed paper,, quoted in
Jlftseftor Sherif •and ii* 0* rfllson, -op-* olfe** pp> .Xlli-S&X*

qualities previously ascrifced to
o primary .group)*
While the latter grouping. i® m o w *ecol**# mmr® formal
an# impersonal {fcfctafc £sf it- possesses !*eeeond&ryw
qualities)* 4
Olmsted want am to explain, however, that .the psycho**
ffleonp and saqiogronp did not f t p M M a t ' f t & U o M «

cliques

but rather two.different structures into fellaioh -the group
alligrisd itself depending an the occasion*

Opec&t fonally

speaking# t»h« p&fotefroup was defined tn terms of the choices
made by group aethers of thocc w it h Whom they would like to
relm&f the a0clogroup mas defined by ohotoes of those with
whom they would like t© work*

fhiia Charlie* a good guy*

might be the center of the group in its psyehogroup loanl*
gestation while Fred* the hard worker* would provide the
nucleus of leadership in. the group *.a soet©group character*

hZ

Bobert farla felt that socio-dramatlc techniques*
wherein the therapist Involves- the group members in role**
playing situations, and $0 eaeouragee them to act* out their
inner psychological .problems* *}may he thought of lu part a#
an application of some principles of primary group, inter*
action#R

He concluded, however* that they 11are mixed with

other psychological actions in such a «r.ay that neither
„63
theories nor r ecu Its arc easy to access*

^ O l m s t e d , qt>.» c.l.t* * p*
^h^d* # p #■ 100#
63 '
Robert Faria, o&* elt,,. p* 181*
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oQfrnon Identification with a leader#

Proud put it this wayt

WA primary group * * .* la'a number of individuals Mho have
substituted one and the same object; for their ago ideal and
have consequently identified with one another in their e g o # * ^
To Fraud * the solidarity of groups Mas rather problematic and
uncertain for he was' much impressed with the anarchic,
'’’narcia&lstlo,* and centrifugal character of man in society#
Croup life# consequently* w&a a rather odd circumstance
which called for explanation*

The explanation Freud gave

was pretty J$ucb in line with the general tendency of his
thoughts

on the one hand there was an ■unlikely conjecture

about the first human groups* back before the dawn of history*
and on the other hand there- was the dramatic conception of
&?
the transformation of psychic Impulses*
Though this book
vi&a not one of Freud1a m o s t ,important, and at no place-was
there any mention of Cooley ■
,or his works* It does never the*
less dhow Freud*a general understanding of many of the soci
ological Interworkings.of the group*
Anthony B* 3b one published a paper in 1959 which ha
hoped would help to '*demonstrate that certain sociological
concepto related to the primary group, especially as ex
pounded by CooleyI* should become more used in

6&H>1*.. p. 80.

6?Ibld£, pp. 82-127.
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psyahoanalytleally oriented group therapy programs*

After re

viewing Cooley1a 'Statements on the subject, he stated his
general thesis that ^patients cannot progress far psychotherapufcisally in,the- group setting, until the .groups they form
begin to approximate the relationship solidarity patterns
■
&§ :.
characteristic of the primary group si tuatl pa," ,
Be went on to declare that nthe mere grouping of
patients does not in itself establish the mutual trust and
support and willingness to risk exposing differing opinbna
in the group without fear of consequence***

These develop

ments, even In the primary .group setting, were slow to form
‘and dependent, upon the feelings of the participants*

Stone

thus felt that the Equality and quantity of social Inter
action recorded for therapy groups ought to r effect devel
opments of primary group relationships paralleling the phase
go
of the growth of the' group being observed*11
Prom ease'records of a number of therapy sessions, Stone
concluded that in the first meeting patients.usually spoke
directly to the doctor, or the group as a whole*

**The lack -

of-the essence .of the spirit■of Cooley13 primary group con
cept,11 he concluded, 5fis evident In this successful Initial
phase of the group'*s formation***

Anthony B* Stone,. “Essence of -Primary Group;.BeXatlonshlps,as Been In Group Therapy*tt Social Work* J+fSS,
April, 1959*
I b id . . p.

U0,

B y the aijcty^fifth mooting, however* there m &

mmh

Improvement In both the -quality and the quantity of Inters
action*

He concluded that I

* « « the tentative' uncertain atmosphere.In .which,
patient a seemed ehi©#Xy concerned with' protest tog- them**
selves and finding out what they Mere bhpposed to do had
been replaced .by one o f considerable emotional, tenai-on
.•with free give and -taka and attempts hot only •to express
but .to examine attitudea nod feelings and to assume respond
aibllity for' them* <
Xt Mae. S t e n d s <00neiueion that Hpreoecnpafc ton with
d & e # .phenomenologioally documented interaction# purpose*
setting* and so forth may tend to load on# farther and. far*
then away from' the basis idea behind' the primary group son*
■CCpt#*^

-

Sine# interaction between the ■disciplines of s o d *
oibgy and psychotherapy has been, alight over the years* one
is not too surprised to find that Cooley has had very ■■little
Influence over this latter' field*

Inhere s »

indications,

however# that the future may bring more croee-fertllieetion"
between the two discipline*»

4s Stills -fc&s stated!

fher# is * * ’* ■gradaally 'emerging from that major
current .of primary'group analysis/ a series of- Insights
which are still.Inchests. ■awid ■uaformulatod t o '-any.eac*
pile it fashion* $beee .-are the insights, which have arisen
from peyohoenelytlcally oriented group psychotherapy#**

P* Sat*

— Shi la# ^ h « frimary ■Group in dnrrent Besearch,*1
;.. .

xaa
M a o by way of saMsaFf, Shdla in another previously
quoted -art!el# after reviewing small group research# group
dynamics# cootometry and group psychotherapy* found that there
was-.a certain '^convergence of various trends in American
social research' toward the study of the primary group***

This

convergence was. still in its very, preliminary stage# but it
was *pushing us toward a, mors exact and' also ora to. -under* ..
standing of the nature .of the social structure as a whole#11
Despite the possible danger of overestimation of the .signify
loanee of primary groups# there could be rtno doubt that the
renaissance of'the study of. primary groups in American society
is 'leading to a new and more realistic awareness of the dynamic
components of social life which operates in. all spheres*”^

$hll3*
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references which have ■appeared in decant introductory aocl#
ology textbooks, will he considered.

oeptu

imphBBlB in this chapter, > :

.> will bo upon text a

published after 19U-0 and, thus, refer to only one special
area of influence of an already widely accepted term*
M o h & r d &eweyt in a 1910 study of twenty standard in#
troduetory sociology textbooks, found that*
i
* « • nearly every textbook in sociology or.social
psychology, especially the introductory texts and those
on the family, are indebted for their viewpoint to the .
tradition of which Cooley* o thought is an Integral part,4
Upon analysis of references to Cooley in these text*
books, jDewey found that ftfehe noct f requent acknowledgments
were made to the concepts of the ^primary group* and the
1looking#gleee#aelft##mQre to the- former than the latter*f*

^Eichard JP©way, '**Charles & j r t m Cooley? Pioneer in
f b ye ho $o o to log y-,** Harry BXmer Barnes, .An. xnt.roiiuetion to .the
11 story of Sociology {Chicago*
$hlve ?s11 y ’
T TfoHioago frees,
X f p T T p * 8h?*

izk.
He concluded, however, that ’‘Cooley1a contribution In this
respect cannot be accurately measured by the large number of
references made to this concept alone11' for his name was more
readily associated with these concepts because of our liking
2
for f*catch-phr&sesn than with most of his other thought*
More comprehensive than Dewey*a study was an Inves
tigation of introductory texts which was published by Howard
Odum in hi a book American Sociology published in 1951*

It

was Odum* a opinion that 11in some ways the story of American
sociology can be told in the textbooks that have been written
by the sociologists from the beginning up to now*,t3. In his
survey, he found that there were Just over a hundred text
books which had been prepared for introductory students*

Of

these, he chose the fifty which were the most widely used
during the last half-century for actual empirical analysis*
He concluded concerning these books?
In a number of ways, however, there has been consist
ency and uniformity in the sociology taught to students
in the introductory texts* # *
Ihis Is evidenced In.
the coincidence that the more than 300 sociologists who
are indexed in a half hundred texts constitute almost the
same catalogue as an Index of who’s who in contemporary
sociology*. An example may be found In the work of Charles
H* Cooley whose texts were neither best sellers nor were
they prepared to please the teacher* nevertheless, t h e y

Ibid *, pp* Si|5*46*
^Howard Itf* Odum, American Sociology (Hew York?
Longmans, Green and Company, 1951)»’pV'"2l|ff•

So, too* of all
the sociologists, Coolay is Quoted more oft on and con*

remain today standards of reference*

slsbently to the ’approximately fifty selected texts moat

•

widely need to toe last 'half* century# Out of forty^aeven
texts analysed, Cooley is indexed and Quoted ip-,more than
three~fourfeh&* As compared Mi th others, of the more than
300 authors cited, less than forty were cited in as many
•'.as half the •texts# So, too, of the eight source books
or reference books prepared'as texts for. class use, Cooley
again leads in selected readings and is featured in'six
of the eight, which is true of only two other authors* *t
Other writers have el so noted Cooley* s Importance to'
this a r e a ■of sociological textbooks#

.Mary Healy, for Instance,

stateds
Since the more recent textbooks on sociology and social
.psychology tend to b e eclectic, Cooley’s philosophical
approach id.1 1 'hardly be incorporated to, t o t q ,yet many of
his important contribution# such m his concept of the
primary group probably will***
.

Fay Karpf .also concluded that 11to #0 far as recent
sociological textbook# are concerned* * * fpm writers are
as frequently and confidently quoted as .Charles Horton

Oooley#
An analyst# of the 'indexed lie tinge .of some thirty*
two standard- introductory sociology, textbooks published after

&
g

ibid.*, pp* -SSI^SS*
.

Mary Edward to sly* .Qeoie.ty and gooialj, 0&&s%:
ge i n .the
B d J l M t ' M M * S l a E S # .Miti# ^ S I S E *
B* C, t Catholic .'0hlvarsity, ©f America-Frees* itt#)* pp* 128*29*
6
Far &arof» American Social toycfcole&y lien fork I
^xemn Book Companyf 19^1) * p* lb'9*

yielded similar'■.resulta as #ii the above study toy
0dum«

In

quoted W

the thirty-two texts, Cooley was- either directly

acknowledged with regard to hie aoneepfc of .the

primary-' group in twenty five, !*©«*. in about ?S par cent*
It* two other works this concept was discussed^ and his Social
O r m n l nation listed in the bibliography at the end of the ■
chapter#

The concept of the primary group was also dealt

with in three other texts without* however* Cooley* s name "
toeing .mentioned*

-In only two of the- textbooks, l«e*» about

6 per cant, was there no mention of the concept, of the prly
mary* group#f
.An investigation of the various discussloos of the
primary group in.thesc textbooks reve*led that the space
devoted to this concept varied in length ''from one paragraph
to eighteen -pages*

A synopsis ©£ five of these discussions

wi IX,,toe ■presented In this concluding portion of the chapter*.
In a lengthy eight page discussion of the primary
group. Sari Bell, in his recent book Social foundations of
Muaaan Behavior* declared that 11in the ©lassIf icatlon of
groups* one of the-most useful:. distinct! 000 Is that for*
mil&bed toy Oharlea II# Cooley***

Be continued toy quoting

a-Complete-listing of these ibl#tsM>w© textbooks
discussed *"see Appendix B«

*

'

?

~

IE?
Cooley*& ■definftion of-this concept and by stating that?
Primary group- e l a t i o n ships involve- an identity of
enis*- In p r i o r y groups* the relationship is in Itsoil* m n end and only secondarily or incidentally a m o m m
.to an end* # ,* .* ^onoo^aentlar#, in such a personal rela
tionship the individual is not an ah a tract ion* lie is a
complete concrete-person and the relationship, involves
him tnaall his completeness* 'extending to his whole.,
being*w
Boll lamented the fact that in recent years primary ■
groups hact bean "described largely- in t o m s of their email
alee and face-to-face typo of relationships*11

Many small

groups were not primary and the nu&tosr- was constantly in- creasing in our mass society*
was

f-he number of secondary groups

also rapidly increasing and talcins'.away functions of

the- primary groups in a number of areas#

Bell concluded his

discussion by describing secondary croups and contrasting
G
them with the characteristics.o f ■the primary group*
O g b u m and $imkoff, in their popular introductory text*
boofe, also observed tirnt "one of the first sociologists to
note the special function of small groups in society was
Oharles Horton Cooley#91

fh-ey further.stated that the inti**

mate relations which cheraeteriood- the so groups % m m usually
faoe^to*fao« but could be carried on in correspondence such

'

8 ■

gocial f oundations .of gtesn Behavior
-{law !brk;
Ip&l'SeVe; IfSi!f"" 'p*“l9T»
9
I bi d ** p,p* E9f **300■
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m

early reiatlocushlp between Hubert Browning and Elisabeth

Barrett#

These authors' declared thats.

Cooley called' the above-mentioned groups' primary* be*pause they are first both in time end Iimportance* They
are the groups of Infancy -and early childhood which
usually. play*a aomssaudlu# role In the development of ■,
personalIby*■
O'gbuwaod ‘
Bivakoff concluded by.comparing functions
of the "lutergrati-tre11 but * re strict i v # primary relatione as
opposed to' the "liberating*1 but "non-intograb ivs* secondary
relations*

It was their view that* both ware necessary and

Important In any progressive stable .society*

11

In their' discussion of typologies of groups* fbung
and M a c k •referred to the* distinction between primary and
secondary groups .as being the most frequently-used classi
fication of groups in American sociology*

fhey described

primary groups in the following manners
the primary group Is characterised by intimate face*
tefface contacts and direct Interaction, made possible by
common locality* The social stimuli are distinctly per**
son&Xf
voice* facial and other gestures* touch*, smell*
taste* and eight* Thee# erg the first groups into which
the individual I# -induced* These authors discussed the family# play group* and

isflXliast F* C$tmrn 'and Meyer f*. jflaakoff* Baoiolo.gy
.(3rd* e d*; Boston?
i:
l1 S M » *

Houghton HlffXto Company*

pp«

135-36.

■^Kimball X*up£ aafi aayeaond W. Xaofe*. Sociology ar><3
Life {Hew Tork-S-

Amor loan. Book 0 omp

* '-29*
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neigfeborteod as the moat Important; typo© of prlmery' grpups#.
Seoote&ry groups# on the otter- hate, were'referred to as
%p#aial*iaterasf groups11 whi&h did" not setesoarlly delete
oat f&ce*tefface contacts*

Saoause these groups were the Ofx*

posits extremes, of a typology* however, m m t fena# of asseota*tlen had ohara.cter 1btica which did not .completely conform to
alts ter Category*

?hus p these classifications were to he

thought of more as ttanalytic tools” which would “sharpen our
observation and help ua see obvloue difference a In the
13
structuring of group b •n '
dcbn Cuter, after quoting C o o l e r s definition of the
primary group, also expressed the opinion that primary and
secondary groups were not to he thought of a© belonging to
two distinct categories 13into one of which each ate every
group could be pigeon-holed *w

there was rather a ''continuum

with, poles of primariness and seeondartnsse**

It was the

Psgr®e of interaction which, was Important.14*,
Outer then discussed the decline in the'numbers,
functions, and time being spent in primary groups.

Be felt

that the lack of emphasis on the traditional family, neigh*
boyhood* and

bo

forth has resulted in a nmmter of changes

13Ibld,. pp. 29-30.
% o h n *. Gubsr, W l o s , . A Synopsis o£ ^ I n c l o l o s
{ifth. ed.; Slew York:
Appiatoa-Ooatury-Groffes, Inaorporeteds'n1
1959)» pp. 202-03.
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which ■could not b© proven to hav© resulted in a loss of -ir^
15
retrievable human value©.*
Paul Landis noted that utho moat universally accepted
group classification developed by sociologist© is that which
divide© all group© into primary groups and secondary groups*w
The term primary .group covered the most intimate group® In
which man has experience#

Secondary groups, on the other

hand, were more casual and involved leaa of the person1a
total personality*

Landis further stated!

Sometimes these group© are so meaningful that on© has
to say!
*?The group is all!
the person scarcely exists*
* * * * Sociologist Charles E« Cooley defined the prl**
mary group and showed its effects on the formation of the
personality * ^ B y hi a definition, the primary group is
.one marked by three character! at leas
CD-intimacy, (2)
face-to*faoe association, (3) psrzaanenee*****
In conclusion, then, It would appear that one of the
more important areas of primary group Influence has been in
the field ©f Introductory sociology textbooks*

Perhaps two

reasons for 0dbleyfs general acceptance in this field ha©
beens

CD

his lucidness and clarity of literary stylef

and

Ibid., pp. 205-00*
10

Paul E# Landis, .introductory (Soololo&y (Bo w York!
Eoaald frees, IfSS), p* 161*
IT
Dooley's writings a r e 'a .pleasant contrast to the
poor pros© of many scientists in the field*
Edmund. -Wilson* ■
who has ;.>©©n spoken of as the noont critic in the English
speaking world,” stated In this regard*
ttAs for my experience

{Z) the fundamental .importssuea -of the classification Itself
in any comprehensive study of group life*

with, articles by experts in anthropology and sociology* it
ha© led im to conclude that the requirement, in m j ideal
university* of haring the-papers in every department passed
by a professor of .English might result in revolutionising
these subjects**!# indeed the second of them survived at
all**4 In another article Malcolm Cowley referred to aocl«*
olostcal tejmi.nol.ogy as n&oeap<&ate.tn a term which he adopted
f r o m .Huxley*s,196%* dee, gdmumd #11©on* Jt fieee of Hy lp»nd
(Hew ITork? Farrar* .Straus * and Cudahy Company,
p.* 16% j and Malcolm Cowley* *#o©lolosiBat Habit Patterns
in M n g u l s b l c Trmismigrifi © afcion *11 fhe Esperfsr*. 2G$%lff* *
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■
problem with which this -theses— naa been concerned'
if .that of analysing the Influence which 6'herlee Horton
<-a \
**
.
Cooley10 fecrncTBgyt—of -t*wr p^troecrf group has had upon the field
of American sociology#

illaeussion* however* has neceesarily

"been limited to explicit; acknowledgments by Amor loan soci
ologists as to the influence this.&efceepb uas had upon their
w o r k s I .f h e attempt in this; c h a p t e r Mill' b e to draw t o g e t h e r
1~c\\ \Ts-N

^vYierJ-Yiort

o«Jt ~VV1a

the various lines of evi d e n c e which h ave b e e n p r e s e n t e d and

to trace the

or %na prxm&r^ feroup from its original

formulation In 1909 to the present time#

A general review of the literature of those initial
years before 1920. indicated that there were few social sol*
entists who had adopted this concept into their writings#
.Kven sociologists such as Small*’ Boss* Vincent* biddings*
/<satherXy, and 0g£mrn» who acknowledged C o o l e r s influence
in other areas* seemdd to take little notice of his primary
group*

fticahrd f ♦. I#a Flare has suggested that the pro valence

in the early part, of the century of the economic concept of
man as a rational and socially unrestrained creature,and the
subsequent vogue 'among psychologists and sociologists of .
the McDougallian doctrine of instincts, played an important

i
parts in die trueting attention from this concept*
Frederiek S.* Claw* a 'article in 19X9 cp&ceralng

rv

importance of Cooley*a•ea&eept of the primary.group was

fir at explicit attempt to focus- attention upcM'this -eone-apt ■
in the American optimal of SsSMlSEZ* khiab was the official
publication bf •the American Sociological Asaobiatton at the
time#'

farhapa o w n msore important for the eventual &©«*■

epptance of t hie t # r % however# was the discus si on fe$ Park
and Burgess in their widely road textbook Introduction to the
Science of .Sociology published in 1921*

the striking and

succinct.prlmary^aecoadary dichotomy which they suggested
helped both to clarify the tern and to make It easier to
2
remember and understand#
During the twenties a gradual -growth of the number of
sociologists who incorporated Cooley*a statements concerning
this concept into their writings could be noted*

By the end

of the decade such writers aa House and Bogardua were already

Xorlci

^Hlchard’f* la Pi ere# A ■Theory of, Social Control (Hew
BcOrawHlll Book Oompany*-^1S55T#'p * 1 1 * '

2
' It is-interesting to note In this regard how very
often sociologists are remembered not for the point of view
they represent but for some one or two concepts or ^fcafceh**
phrases* which they employed#. Consider* for instance, fannies*
"Oemelnaohaft and 0esellschaf % » n Slddtnga1 ff0onseloms.ne08 of
kind,” Thomas* ^definition of the situation* and ,rfeur wishes,*
Mead*s *generalized other#* and- Eel smarts "traditional and
outer directed groups*11

speaking-of the general acceptance of primary group in the
field pf American sociology#

The only empirical investigation

Which could be found during these years -in which there was

reference to this, concept by Cooley* was Thaeber*s dmdy of the '
gang*

Even in this piece of research, however, the 'term was

t\

employed * along side of11 rather than as a vital part of the
investigation*

Thus, Thasher did not attempt to make any

hypotheses about primary groups or test any of the variables
involved#

Ha i&eraly endeavored to relate his findings to the

concept*

*— «■

Beginning with.the theoretical criticisms.and elab
orations of Faris and Eubank" in 1932# another dimension of
Ooolsy** influence in this area could be noted#

These and

other sociologists up until the present time have pointed
out that the physical property of f&ce^to-faceness merely
facilitates the feelings of affection and *wetness” which
are the actual defining criteria of the concept;#

hater

social scientists such as Davis* Bates, and Babchuk have
also indicated that properties ofchaf than physical proximity
such as si so, time, and homogeneity are important in primary
group formation.*

I

Xu the case of both.of these propositions,

later writers have probably only mad© ©xp licit that which was
already implicit- In Cooley1a earlier statementa*

Most soci

ologists In recent years have also come to regard primary

-and secondary 'groups aa the poles of an #ias2ociat 1,o n a l '
eonbiimmm*1 with the w&aJwAty of groups being located somewhere Inbetween#

This would seem to be an Improvement -over

Cooley*a original primary-non-primary model or even the pvl~
'stary^aeeondmry

dichotomy emphasised by such sociologists as

Bark, Burgees, and Davis*
Although no •acknowledgment of Cooley1 a influence la
eon I ©logical research could be found in the thirties, it was.
/ nevertheless during this decade that the concept of, the
primary ■group, because of its wide incorporation Into the
.various works published -during this period, became generally
accepted in the field*

The number of theoretical restate

ments of this term also- Increased during the forties and
fifties until at present it i© generally recognized by
American sociologists a as basic to any 0 lass ifi cat Ion of

J

groups*
One special area of Cooley*© 'influence, eepeolftHy-

sociolpgy textbooks*

Ferheps boo-stuff0 of the clarity of

Cooley1a literary style and the fundamental importance of
the ©lasslficatlon itself, a survey of thirty-two texts
published in this period revealed that Cooley5g Influence was
either cited directly or at th© end of the chapter In Si*
per cent of the eases and that the concept of the primary

group' Itself was mentioned in some 94 per cant of the books* {
These results would'seem to be consistent with'the earlier
investigations of introductory textbooks by Dewey and Od?;
It Is in the field of empirical research after 1940
that 'a number of •sociologists have spoken of th© "rediscover,.
■of th© primary group*"

They mean by this that the general

importance of this<concept to all areas of .group .life has
been rediscovered by researchers9 and that these inveatl~
gators- have in turn given new direction and emphasis to the
traditional ■meaning of the term*
to analysis of five general areas of current research
indicated that the fields of small group and public opinion
research have perhaps been-the most influenced by C o o l e r s
primary group concept*

Concern lag the former* it was shown

that Cooley and Simmel are often acknowledged as th& best
remembered o f ■early'sociologists who contributed to the begin
nings o f ’this type of research*

In actual Invest!gatIona#

too* Cooley*a influence is sometimes mentioned*

Perhaps be-'

cause' of the lack of space in the journal articles In which
many of these studies are published and also because of the
quantitative.nature'of the studies themselves* there is a
lack of any explicit acknowledgment of traditional social
theorists in a large number of the studies investigated*.

This

would perhaps Indicate that in the area of the small group
as well as the field of research in general much of Cooley* s

?

13

influence Is cm the Implicit 'rather than the explicit level*.
la the area of public 'opinion research* 't% would- m m m
that w i t e r c such as .-taaarsfeld, lata* Ford* Steiner* sni
S a w are pushing toward a new awareness of the importance of,
the primary group*

■Donalder&ble emphasis upon'this concept

could already he $ot<$d in the field* m ® It would seem, as
researchers become more .engrossed in the fundamental ques
tion of "how" public opinion Is formed* it will play even a
larger role in this type of research*
The other three areas of .group re sa arc h— Droop Bynamios* soeiometry* and group thai^apy— were mentioned more
because of the interest they have aroused with regard to
small groups and the potential importance which the primary
group concept would have upon the fields in the future* rather
than actual aetaowledgments of Cooley*® Influence-up until
the present time.*

The'feet that each, of those fields of,

research had an original,founder and initial guiding philos
ophy would seem to partially account for 'the present lack of
emphasis on the primary group*

A survey of close followers

of tmfln such as Fastinger* Back* Sehaehfcer, Slierton, McBride*
Oregory* Thib&nt* galley, -and Bootseh* for instance, did not
reveal any references to Dooley*

It was only among later

investigators such as Cartwright* Bander* Bonner* and Thelen
that acknowledgments to the primary group could fee found*

Also, in the field;of aoelometry, it' was primarily a i m g cool* .
■©legists such as Olmsted* 3hils* and Paris where evidences of
Cooley1a influence were to be noted*

ixeept for the article

by Stone, it would seem that group therapists .generally have
'freon.content to merely transpose individual therapy technique a
for their work with groups rather than employ sociological
concepts which have- been developed such as the concept of the
■primary, group*
It'has twns bean dPemonstrs.trd ?.n the foregoing pa,
'«
oV
( ~Vi*vO\_v5
that Oooley*
■of- -feehas had a c e n t .... uous influence upon American' sociology and that In recent
years this Influence has branched into a number of theoretical
and research trends a n d ,tendencies*

The full extent of this

influence has not been measured* however* for it was necessary
■to limit investigation to explicit acknowledgments of Cooley* s
Influence upon the works of other American sociologists*

To

organise this diversity of material'into a ^relatively coherent
picture has also required a certain- amount of grouping, omit
ting and equating; this has its danger, but the risk**to adopt
the cliche— is a calculated

cm®*

■ The growing interest to Cooley’s thought can be seen
not only by the increasing number of acknowledgments of such
concepts'as the primary group.and looking-glass, self -but also
in the re public at ion of his two books Human Batura and the

Sfoqisl Order and Ifoeial Organization in 1.956 after -feeing out
of print for some, twenty-years*

This, too, may load to

renewed interest -in the eon© apt of the primary /group, for
/

Dooley1 a writings do not -offer so. much specift& .'hypotheses*,
or even a theory,' as an abstract frame of reference for
viewing human'"'life,

.If this frame- of reference were seri

ously and consistently followed.,, it would force quest lone and
suggest lines-of investigation which would even further
emphasize the importance of the primary group.
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